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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

Purpose and Intent of this FEIS

The City of Buffalo Planning Board, acting as Lead Agency pursuant to the State Environmental
Quality Review Act (“SEQRA”), Article 8 of the New York State Environmental Conservation Law
and its implementing regulations (6 NYCRR Part 617), (the “Lead Agency”) presents this Final
Environmental Impact Statement (“FEIS”) for the proposed mixed use development by Affinity
Elmwood Gateway Properties, LLC (“Affinity”) to be located at the corner of Elmwood and Forest
Avenues, and to be known as “1111 Elmwood.” Affinity’s initial project design and related June 2016
traffic impact study originally contemplated a five story, tiered mixed use building, containing up to
57 condominium units, three (3) retail spaces of up to approximately 2,500-square feet each on the
first floor, and approximately 140 concealed parking spaces. Affinity subsequently reduced the
maximum condominium count to 50 units in its September 2, 2016 site plan application and
accompanying Draft Environmental Impact Statement ("DEIS") for an otherwise unchanged mixeduse building proposal. Affinity again reduced the condominium count to 45 units in its November 4,
2016 application to the Zoning Board of Appeals for certain area variances. Affinity's resulting 45unit mixed-use building proposal in 2016 is referred to herein as the "Project.”

In summary, the DEIS accepted by the Lead Agency on November 7, 2016 addresses a previous, 50
unit version of the Project. Likewise, the TIS in DEIS Appendix J addresses a previous, 57 unit
version of the Project. As discussed in this FEIS, since the DEIS was accepted, Affinity has further
reduced its proposal to include no more than 40 condominium units, and has reduced the height and
other dimensial aspects of the project design.

After Affinity had submitted complete applications for the Project, the City of Buffalo enacted an
entirely new set of City-wide zoning regulations (i.e. the Unified Development Ordinance or “UDO”)
that was signed into law on January 3, 2017 (effective February 17, 2017 in the N-2C zone and April
3, 2017 in the N-2R zone). The UDO as revised in December 2017 eliminated a “grandfather
provision” present in §1.3.4 that would have allowed Affinity’s applications to be governed by the
City’s prior zoning code. Affinity now proposes a smaller, 4-story, 40 unit version of the Project (the
3

“Mitigation Design”), which is dicuseed in FEIS Section 4, and is intended to mitigate concerns by
certain residents during the SEQRA process and to conform to the newly-enacted UDO to the extent
practicable.

Pursuant to the requirements of 6 N.Y.C.R.R. § 17.9(b)(8), Section 2 of this FEIS categorizes,
summarizes and responds to the key substantive public and agency comments received by the Lead
Agency on the DEIS during the Lead Agency’s December 5, 2016 SEQRA and site plan public
hearing and during the SEQRA public comment period from November 7, 2016 through December
19, 2016. In addition, copies of the full text of all such public and agency comments are incorporated
into this FEIS as Appendices A, B and C.

As noted in DEIS Section 3, SEQRA requires a description and evaluation of the range of reasonable
alternatives to the proposed project that are feasible, considering the objectives and capabilities of the
project sponsor. 6 N.Y.C.R.R. 617.9(b)(5)(v). Section 3 of this FEIS discusses additional design
alternatives raised in the public comments and otherwise developed by Affinity beyond those
considered by Affinity during its prior public outreach efforts detailed in DEIS Section 3, Appendix
B.

Section 4 of this FEIS details the proposed four-story, forty (40) unit Mitigation Design developed by
Affinity that is intended to further mitigate the concerns of project opponents as well as meet, to the
extent practicable, the requirements of the new UDO.

1.2

SEQRA Review Process

On September 7, 2016, Affinity submitted a complete site plan application for 1111 Elmwood, along
with the DEIS that Affinity voluntarily submitted on that date. On September 16, 2016, the Lead
Agency determined, pursuant to 6 NYCRR § 617.4(b)(9), that the Project was a Type 1 Action under
SEQRA, and formally solicited Lead Agency status by sending its notice of intent, the site plan
application and DEIS to involved and interested agencies for comment and review. On October 24,
2016, the Planning Board formally accepted Lead Agency status and issued a Positive Declaration for
the Project based on criteria in 6 NYCRR § 617.7(c).
4

On November 7, 2016, the Lead Agency duly adopted and published a Notice of Completion and
Notice of SEQRA Hearing concerning the DEIS for the Project. The public comment period for this
Project began on November 7, 2016 and was held open until December 19, 2016. The Lead Agency
conducted a SEQRA and site plan public hearing for the Project on December 5, 2016, at which time
oral comments regarding the Project were taken.

Following issuance and publication of its Notice of Completion concerning this FEIS, the Lead
Agency must issue SEQRA Findings in accordance with 6 NYCRR § 617.11 prior to rendering any
final determinations regarding City of Buffalo approvals necessary for implementation of the Project.
The Lead Agency’s SEQRA Findings must consider the conclusions reached in this FEIS, weigh and
balance the relevant environmental impacts with social, economic and other considerations; provide
a rationale for the Lead Agency’s decision; certify that the requirements of SEQRA have been met;
and certify that adverse environmental impacts will be avoided or mitigated to the maximum extent
practicable. The Lead Agency must wait at least ten days after acceptance of the final EIS before
issuing its SEQRA findings.

5

2. LEAD AGENCY RESPONSES TO DEIS COMMENTS
Below is a summary of comments on the DEIS provided to the Lead Agency during the SEQRA
public comment period, including all written comments and those submitted orally during the
December 5, 2016 public hearing. Over 400 comments were considered by the Lead Agency regarding
the Project as originally designed. FEIS § 2 focuses principally on the 67 written comments submitted
in opposition to the Project design or which requested additional information about Project specifics.
The full text of all comments are included in the following FEIS appendices; Appendix A (“Written
Opposition Comments”); Appendix B (“Transcript of December 5, 2016 DEIS Public Hearing”); and
Appendix C (“Written Supporting Comments”). Comments submitted in writing are indicated with a
“W”, and comments submitted orally during the public hearing are indicated with an “O”.

The public comments considered by the Lead Agency were submitted both in opposition to, as well
as in support of, the Project. The vast majority of all comments received focused on the potential
impacts of the Project, both adverse and beneficial, on the local neighborhood character. Where
appropriate, the comments addressed in FEIS § 2 have been summarized by subject matter to eliminate
redundancies. Since the numerous comments submitted in support of the Project generally did not
require a response, FEIS § 2 mostly focuses on the Lead Agency’s responses to comments which
challenged Project elements and design, approval procedures or conclusions reached in the DEIS,
where as positive comments are briefly summarized in connection with FEIS § 2.14.

As detailed below, comments expressing opposition to the Project essentially stated that the Project
was incompatible in scale and character to the surrounding neighborhood and that the Project should
be governed by more restrictive zoning requirements embodied in a new UDO then under
consideration by the City of Buffalo Common Council (the Lead Agency acknowledges that the UDO
was adopted and became effective after Affinity had submitted complete applications to the Lead
Agency for site plan approval on September 7, 2016 and to the Zoning Board of Appeals on November
4, 2016 for the necessary area variances).

The submitted comments expressing support for the Project essentially stated that the Project would
improve a stagnant portion of Elmwood Avenue in the form of a mixed-use building incorporating
6

architectural elements and materials that are sensitive to adjoining properties, and that the stable
population of owner-occupied condominiums would add vibrancy and help to support local merchants
and the surrounding neighborhood.
2.1

Comment Category #1 – Existing Site Characteristics

Commenter(s): W.13, W.14, W.17, W.25, W.34, W.55, W.52, O.18
Comment 1-1: The current structures on the Site are sound housing and should be adaptively reused
and not demolished.
Response: The Lead Agency notes that the Adaptive Reuse Concept is not the preferred
alternative for the reasons discussed in FEIS § 3.
Commenter(s): W.13, W.34, O.18
Comment 1-2: The Site is protected under the Granger Covenant. This is the reason for the exterior
neglect of the structures since Hans Mobius owned the site as well as Savarino walking away from
the previous project.

Response: The restrictive covenants formerly encumbering the parcels comprising the
were extinguished as a matter of law by Order and Judgement granted on April 30,
matter of Affinity Elmwood Gateway Properties LLC v. AJC Properties LLC,

site

2014 in the

et. al., Index No.:

2011-3883.
Commenter(s): W.34
Comment 1-3: The existing buildings have a greater vacancy rate than the surrounding neighborhood.
Response: To the Lead Agency’s knowledge, the current structures are occupied. Census Tract
63.02, in which the Site is located, has a vacancy rate of 23.4% for housing units of rent. 1

1

American Community Survey 5-year Estimates (2011-2015)
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Commenter(s): O.8, O.18

Comment 1-4: Concern with demolishing the buildings and the Project then becoming unfeasible to
continue.

Response: The Lead Agency has no basis on which to conclude that the Project will not be successfully
completed.
2.2

Comment Category #2 – Traffic

Commenter(s): W.16

Comment 2-1: The Project does not have enough parking for the number of units. Parking should
contain two spaces per unit.
Response: The City of Buffalo’s previous zoning code §511-96(A) required one parking space
per dwelling. The current UDO sets no minimum parking space requirement. Nonetheless,
the down-scaled, maximum 40 condominium unit Mitigation Design described in FEIS § 4.2
will include no fewer than 97 below grade, off-street vehicular parking spaces and bicycle
storage areas, which will be sufficient to meet Project parking requirements and the needs of
residential and commercial users. In addition, the Mitigation Design is expected to result in
a net gain of 1 on-street parking space, for a resulting total of 14 on-street parking spaces
immediately adjacent to the project site.

Commenter(s): W.21

Comment 2-2: The Traffic Impact Study does not address the intersection of Forest Avenue and
Ashland Avenue. The Traffic Impact Study should assess this intersection and place a stop sign at that
intersection.

Response: The scope of work for the Traffic Impact Study (TIS), including the traffic
intersections assessed, was closely coordinated with the City of Buffalo Department of Public
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Works. During the PM peak hour, the proposed development (Mitigation Design) is expected
to add 18 vehicles traveling westbound and 20 eastbound at Ashland Avenue. There is no
traffic data available (current traffic counts) to determine if a stop sign is warranted on Forest
Avenue approaches currently or in the future. The total additional 38 vehicles expected on
Forest Avenue at Ashland Avenue due to this proposed project will not warrant all-way stop
control.

The Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) provides minimum criteria that
should be evaluated when an all-way stop is considered at an intersection. According to the
Greater Buffalo Niagara Regional Transportation Council’s traffic counts, there are 994
vehicles per day on Ashland Avenue (in 2014). The MUTCD requires at least 200 vehicles per
hour for eight hours to warrant an all-way stop at an intersection, with an average delay to
minor-street vehicular traffic of at least 30 seconds per vehicle during the highest hour.
Therefore, a total of 1600 vehicles per day at this intersection would be necessary for a stop
sign. For this reason, justification of a stop sign at the intersection of Ashland Avenue and
Forest Avenue is unwarranted.

Commenter(s): W.2, W.7, W.13, W.34

Comment 2-3: The increase of 100 cars at the intersection of Elmwood Avenue and Forest Avenue
will create congestion and will not be mitigated with a stop light timing change. This increase is a
safety issue for emergency vehicle access.

Response: Affinity submitted a Traffic Impact Study (TIS) for the proposed Project in June
2016 (See DEIS Appendix J). As detailed in the TIS, Affinity’s consultant conservatively
projected that a proposed 57-unit mixed-use project including 7,500 square feet of retail space
would generate approximately 30 AM peak hour trips with no increases in vehicular delay,
and approximately 115 PM peak hour trips (the Mitigation Design described in FEIS § 4.2
has since been reduced to a proposed maximum of 40 units and 10,500 square feet of retail
space). The TIS further concluded that under the original Project scenario, all of the studied
intersections were expected to operate at acceptable Levels of Service (LOS), including Forest
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Avenue and Granger Place, and Elmwood and Forest Avenues with the recommended signal
timing changes.

The Mitigation Design reflects a substantial reduction in the project density evaluated in the
TIS, and is not expected to result in traffic impacts beyond those identified in the DEIS,
therefore, no additional traffic studies or mitigations measures are warranted. In addition,
unlike the original Project design, which had two (2) vehicular ingress and egress points (one
located on Forest Avenue and one on Elmwood Avenue), the Mitigation Design will include
only one (1) ingress/egress point located on Forest Avenue, in the same location as in the
original site plan. Further, the Forest Avenue access point in Affinity’s original design
provided more than half the parking spaces available on-site (90 spaces) and would be utilized
by both residents and retail uses, whereas the Elmwood Avenue access point in the original
design would have served residents only (50 spaces). Under the Mitigation Design, there will
be no significant change in trip distribution for the Forest Avenue access based on the
elimination of the Elmwood Avenue access point. With the proposed reduction in trip
generation and the minimal changes in trip distribution, the Mitigation Design will not result
in additional impacts to the adjacent roadway network compared to what was noted in the
DEIS.

Commenter(s): W.28, O.11

Comment 2-4: It is dishonest of the Applicant to suggest that increasing the parking on the Project
Site by a factor of 15 will not impact noise level, air quality and traffic.

Response: The full TIS included in DEIS Appendix J assessed the existing conditions of the
site and surrounding area as well as projected traffic count increases at AM and PM peak
hours, while taking into account outside influences and growth rates, such as the
redevelopment of the H.H. Richardson Complex. According to this study, the expected trips
from even a 57-unit project (vs. the current 40-unit Mitigation Design) would be minimal and
would not have any significant adverse environmental impacts in the project area.
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Commenter(s): W.64, O.14

Comment 2-5: The traffic study was completed in isolation and does not take into account other
surrounding project, such as the H.H. Richardson redevelopment project.

Response: The TIS presented in DEIS Appendix J incorporates the H.H. Richardson Complex
Redevelopment in the overall analysis. On Page 1 and 2, the study indicates “The Hotel Henry
is expected to have 88 guest rooms with dining and meeting space. Based on information
provided by Greater Buffalo Niagara Regional Transportation Council(GBNRTC), a
compounded growth rate of 1.25% was applied to existing traffic volumes to derive 2017
background volumes that account for any unknown development that may occur in the area in
addition to the Hotel Henry. The background traffic was added to the estimated trips generated
by the Hotel Henry to develop the future no-build condition volumes. The only anticipated
increase in delay that results in a change in LOS due to the future no-build condition volumes
is expected to occur during the PM peak hour eastbound on Rockwell Avenue at Elmwood
Avenue from a LOS A to a LOS B (0.4 seconds delay increase) and eastbound on Forest Avenue
at Elmwood Avenue from a LOS D to a LOS E (12.6 seconds of delay increase).
2.3

Comment Category #3 – Environmental Justice

Commenter(s): W.32

Comment 3-1: Claims the Project Site is within an Environmental Justice Area when the DEIS
analysis stated it is not.

Response: The New York State Department of Environmental Conservation provides resources
to determine potential environmental justice areas. The NYSDEC provides a map which
displays areas that may qualify as potential environmental justice areas (shown in purple).
These areas are determined based off of 2000 U.S. Census block groups. The map which is
shown below (and also presented by the commenter) highlights the Project Site in purple as a
potential environmental justice area. However, based on further investigation, it is determined
that the Project Site is located within Census Tract 63.02, Block Group 2 as shown in the
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Census 2000 Block Map: Erie County. The purple area on the map boundary is incorrect
based on these census tract boundaries. This census tract as stated in the DEIS has a
population makeup that is 97.5% white and 11.1% of residents living in poverty, which is
below the thresholds that qualify a potential environmental justice area. For these reasons,
the Project Site is not located within an environmental justice area.

2.4

Comment Category #4 – Project Design Components

Commenter(s): W.5, W.35, W.38

Comment 4-1: The materials of the Project are of high quality and the design of the building is
attractive.
Response: Comment noted.
Commenter(s): W.29

Comment 4-2: Is this a mixed use project or a high end residential with a small amount of commercial
on the corner?
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Response: The portion of the project in the N-2C District meets the definition of a Commercial
Block building § 3.2.5 (A). The portion of the building in the N-2R District meets the definition
of a Stacked Unit under § 3.2.11 (A). The Mitigation Design incorporates both commercial
and residential uses meeting UDO setback standards which will increase density and enhance
walkability on this portion of Elmwood Avenue. The Mitigation Design includes three, 3,500square feet commercial spaces, an increase of 3,000 square feet over the original Project
design.

Commenter(s): W.38

Comment 4-3: The true mixed-use nature of these areas of Elmwood contributes to the walkability of
the neighborhood, as opposed to [N-2E] areas like between West Ferry Street and Lexington Avenue
and Bryant Street to Summer Street, which largely consist of residential-only structures. It is important
that this new gateway for the Elmwood Village is an active area that not only creates additional
housing options, but new opportunities for businesses as well. As a result, keeping the current Green
Code designation will require the project developer and architect to integrate first floor retail with the
proposed townhomes on the southern side of the structure. The EVA envisions this could be achieved
through the incorporation of small, ground-level boutiques with entrances from the sidewalk. Adding
several pocket spaces with a small room and attached storage area could positively contribute to the
robust, diverse retail offerings, especially for new and startup merchants needing efficient starter
spaces. The inclusion of more differentiated retail spaces could also have the effect of the structure
reading less as one long, contiguous property line, further addressing the human scale issue.

We believe this consideration could possibly be done without great disruption to townhome plans. For
example, the front entrances to the respective townhomes can be designed to either share a main
entranceway (with the curbside retailer) such as 727 Elmwood Ave, or to be oriented with adjacent,
separate entranceways. Additionally, the inclusion of the ground-level retail space presents the
opportunity to make second-floor patios as the outdoor space for each of the townhomes.
Response: Please see the Lead Agency’s responses to Comments 4-2 and 4-7. Further, as
explained more fully in DEIS § 3 and FEIS § 3, the Applicant’s obligation under SEQRA is to
describe and evaluate “the range of reasonable alternatives to the action that are feasible,
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considering the objectives and capabilities of the project sponsor.”

6 N.Y.C.R.R.

617.9(B)(5)(v). The Lead Agency finds that Affinity has met this requirement, as detailed in
FEIS § 3.

Commenter(s): W.29
Comment 4-4: The Project’s design with the concrete stairs and pocket park to the residential units
does not allow a merchant pedestrian relationship….What is the distance required to travel along
Elmwood from Pano’s Restaurant to the first commercial entrance of the building?
Response: Under current site conditions, the distance required to travel from the Pano’s
Restaurant property line to the first retail entry on Affinity’s property is approximately 190
feet. Under the Mitigation Design, this distance would be approximately 220 feet, or a
difference of only 30 feet. However, the attractive architectural features of the Mitigation
Design and its closer proximity to the sidewalk, combined with amenities such as the
landscaped forecourt and other streetscape plantings and improvements, are expected to
enhance the pedestrian experience and attract more foot traffic to merchants on this block of
Elmwood Avenue.

Commenter(s): W.29

Comment 4-5: The concrete stairs for the brownstones (on Elmwood) will directly receive wind and
weather all winter, which will make clearing of the steps difficult.

Response: Comment noted. Maintenance of the property will be the responsibility of the
property owner.

Commenter(s): W.2, O.12

Comment 4-6: The building design does not match the surrounding neighborhood. Examples of
inspiration were located in larger cities and is inappropriate.
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Response: As detailed in the DEIS, architectural elements of the Elmwood Village and
surrounding City of Buffalo neighborhoods were incorporated into the Project Design. FEIS
Appendix F includes multiple examples of buildings located in the Elmwood Village,
Allentown, and on Delaware Avenue and Linwood Avenue that inspired the intricate design of
the Project. These elements include bay windows, mansard roof and dormers, as well as setbacks. Examples from cities such as Brooklyn and Boston are only utilized as a reference to
these types of architectural styles. Additionally, it should be noted that the Mitigation Design
as described in FEIS § 4.2 includes high quality materials to enhance the visual appeal of the
individual design elements.

Commenter(s) W.2

Comment 4-7: The Project does not contribute to walkability and density.

Response: Both the original proposed Project and the current Mitigation Design described in
DEIS § 4.2 contribute to density by replacing vacant storefronts with three commercial spaces
located directly on Elmwood Avenue built adjacent to the sidewalk. The Mitigation Design
increases the total commercial square footage to a total of 10,500 square feet. While the
current structures contain 24 apartment units that are generally rented on a month-to month
basis to college students, the Mitigation Design would encompass a total of 40 owner-occupied
condominium units. In general, a walkable neighborhood typically supports the transport of
individuals on foot to places of destination, such as retail centers, accessibility to public
transportation, concentrated development in the form of density as well as integrated use of
residential and commercial development. The Mitigation Design described in FEIS § 4.2 will
includes a commercial block building with attractive architectural features in closer proximity
to the sidewalk, as well as amenities such as a landscaped forecourt, which are expected to
enhance the pedestrian experience and attract more foot traffic to merchants on this block of
Elmwood Avenue.

Commenter(s): O.3

Comment 4-8: Commenter would like clarification on the garbage components of the Project.
15

Response: All refuse and recycling areas will be located in the building interior at designated
trash rooms.

Commenter(s): O.4

Comment 4-9: Commenter believes high quality materials on the existing homes will make the homes
look better.

Response: Comment noted.

2.5

Comment Category #5 – Scale/Height and Community Character

Commenter(s): W.1, W.2, W.3, W.4, W.5, W.7, W.8, W.9, W.10, W.11, W.12, W.13, W.17,
W.22, W.23, W.24, W.26, W.27, W.28, W.29, W.30, W.32, W.33, W.34, W.35, W.36, W.37,
W.43, O.10, O.12, O.15, O.5

Comment 5-1: The height of the building at five stories is inappropriate for the Elmwood Village and
should be limited to three stories. Most of the buildings around the Project Site are two to three stories
in height.

and

Commenter(s): W.3, W.4, W.5, W.9, W.13, W.22, W.25, W.26, W.29, W.32, W.35, W.36, W.37,
W.53

Comment 5-2: The length of the structure is significantly longer than the surrounding neighborhood
within a 4-block radius. The footprint of the building is too large.

and
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Commenter(s): W.36

Comment 5-3: Note that the Character of the Neighborhood is detailed in the DEIS Tables on Pages
36, 37, and 39. Table 5 shows the existing houses are all 2.5 stories. Table 6 shows the buildings
adjacent to the site have heights between 1 and 2.5 stories. Table 6 also shows that the buildings
nearby vary from 20 feet to 68 feet in width, nearby buildings on Elmwood vary in width from 22 feet
to 62 feet. NOTHING 120 feet, 153 feet, or 321 feet, or even close. The average width of the buildings
listed in this DEIS is 32 feet. THAT is the character of the neighborhood.

Response: The Elmwood Village is composed of an eclectic and evolving mix of buildings of
varying height, width, and architectural elements. The surrounding properties referred to in
the comment are not solely representative of the Elmwood Village as a whole. In this regard,
UDO § 3.2.1(J)(1) defines the Elmwood Village as “the area north of North Street, south of
Forest Avenue, east of Richmond Avenue and west of Delaware Avenue, but not including any
parcel that abuts Delaware Avenue or Gates Circle.” The Lead Agency finds that it is
reasonable to consider structures within this neighborhood when assessing impacts on
community character. In this regard, the visual impact assessment in DEIS Appendix G
(“Illustrative Scale/Massing Photos”) included five examples of smaller scale buildings
directly adjacent to larger scale structures on Elmwood Avenue which are designed in an
historically respectful manner and which embody the essence of the Elmwood Village. Within
this framework, the down-sized, four-story Mitigation Design described in FEIS § 4.2 and
detailed in FEIS Appendix D is respectful of and compatible with the characteristics and
prevailing features in the Elmwood Village. The Mitigation Design also compares favorably
to the recently constructed, four-story building at 905 Elmwood, which does not include the
significant setbacks or articulation included in the Mitigation Design.

Commenter(s): W.4, W.5, W.6, W.14, W.20, W.23, W.24, W.25, W.26, W.29, W.31, W.33,
W.48, W.49, W.50, W.51, W.52, W.53, W.54, W.56, W.58, W.62, W.65, W.67, O.2, O.8, O.18,
O.1, O.12, O.20

Comment 5-4: The height and scale of the Project will destroy the urban character and fabric of the
neighborhood.
17

Response: See response to Comment 5-3 above. Further, as discussed in FEIS § 4.2, the
Mitigation Design will include high-quality building materials and architectural elements
inspired by local iconic structures that will respect the architectural fabric of the
neighborhood. The height of Affinity’s original design, five stories, was a predominant
concern to some commenters, despite the significant step-backs incorporated into the original
design. The Mitigation Design therefore eliminates an entire story of Affinity’s original
proposal. The fourth (uppermost) story will again be stepped back, as will the third story at
certain portions of the building. These design elements are intended to create the impression
from a street level perspective that the building is three-stories in height. The highly tiered
nature of the design will also maximize sunlight to the street, accommodate the building scale
of the surrounding area and add to the visual appeal and architecture of the neighborhood.
Likewise, the Mitigation Design will also be tiered down to below the height of the adjoining
residential property on Forest Avenue. Further, the side of the building facing Panos
Restaurant on Elmwood Avenue will feature enhanced fenestration and architectural details.
The width of Affinity’s project is also of concern to a number of DEIS commenters. Affinity
has advised that its goal of providing a high-quality, parking-neutral mixed-use building with
increased density would be severely hampered, if not defeated, by a requirement to construct
four

separate, three-story buildings; three buildings approximately 107’ in length on

Elmwood Avenue and one, 60’ building along Forest Avenue, which would require the
construction of multiple foundations and installation of separate mechanical systems,
elevators and vehicular access and parking facilities, among other things. Segmentation of
the Mitigation Design building into separate sections would significantly hamper Affinity’s
goal of providing attractive yet economically feasible, higher density, parking-neutral
development and would be an inefficient use of the space available at the site. In this regard,
the Lead Agency also acknowledges that public costs for infrastructure tend to be lower for
higher-density development than lower density developments.

In order to mitigate concerns about building width and meet the purpose and intent of the
subsequently enacted UDO limitations to the extent practicable, the Mitigation Design
includes building portions which are different in appearance, function and design For
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example, the Mitigation Design includes a large, fully-transparent glass atrium and
landscaped pocket park (i.e. a forecourt) facing Elmwood Avenue that will visually separate
the northern from the southern portions of the Elmwood Avenue frontage. In addition, the
roofline features a recycled slate mansard design on the southern portion of the building,
which echoes other buildings in the area, and the roofline of the northern portion will be more
contemporary, to further differentiate the southern and northern portions of the development.
The facades of each portion of the building in turn will be highly articulated and feature
colonnades, arches, bays, balconies, cornices, brackets, diverse window patterns and other
architectural details. Utilization of the single-building Mitigation Design will also result in a
net increase in on-street parking. All of these carefully designed features are intended to give
the Mitigation Design the appearance of multiple buildings without adversely affecting local
parking conditions.

Commenter(s): W.37
Comment 5-5: TWELTH, the DEIS is correct when it states that “the Elmwood Village is a thriving
neighborhood,” but its claim that the thriving nature of this neighborhood is due to its “evolving mix
of architectural styles and building scales” is self-serving and inaccurate. My client believes that the
former Director of Zoning for the City of Rochester, Arthur J. Ientilucci, AICP, accurately explained
the reasons for the success and attractiveness of the Elmwood Village when he identified the balance
the Elmwood Village achieved over the years “between residential and non-residential use both in
terms of density, concentration and scale.” As Mr. Ientilucci stated in 2013:
“Elmwood Village … is a distinct, recognizable urban district characterized by a mix of
residential, boutique and small scale commercial uses… This is an urban neighborhood and not
simply a commercial area bounded by residential areas.
Elmwood Village is a thriving mixed use urban neighborhood with many amenities that are
attractive to urban dwellers. … It is a sustainable, intact neighborhood which has been built on certain
characteristics and amenities, not the least of which is a healthy diverse residential population and
housing stock. It has a high degree of walkability, a factor important to home buyers and dwellers in
the emerging, often discussed ‘return to city living’.
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A good deal of the Elmwood Village’s character is derived from the intermingling of small
scale commercial uses and a variety of residential building styles affording a wide range of choice for
its residents. The harmonious scale, older homes, and connectedness of buildings and uses throughout
the area is a significant and attractive attribute. The district appears to have achieved a balance
between residential and non- residential use both in terms of density, concentration and scale. This
balance appears to have accrued from the residential character of the neighborhood, the scale of its
non-residential structures in relation to nearby residential properties, and zoning code limitations on
the intensity and scale of commercial use…”
Response: As discussed above in response to Comment 5-3, the Elmwood Village is composed
of an eclectic and evolving mix of buildings of varying height, width, and architectural
elements. The Mitigation Design, described in FEIS § 4.2 and detailed in FEIS Appendix D,
includes a mix of residential and commercial uses, with up to 40 owner-occupied dwellings
and three 3,500 square foot commercial spaces, which are of similar size to existing
commercial businesses in the neighborhood. The Mitigation Design will further diversify the
residential living options for residents in the City of Buffalo by providing owner-occupied
homes for young professionals, urban dwellers and empty-nesters as these units will be
appealing to those who wish to live in an urban city without the demands of property
maintenance. This clearly furthers the objective stated in the UDO Land Use Plan which
states, “To remain competitive, neighborhoods must offer choices that target multiple market
segments. By offering a mix, each neighborhood could potentially meet an individual’s
housing needs over a lifetime – or for that matter, the needs of many generations over time.
This adds to community character, and encourages social and economic diversity” (Pg. 28).
Commenter(s): W.36, W.37, O.2, O.9

Comment 5-6: Disagreement with the conceptual rendering provided by the Applicant. Believes the
rendering provided is misleading and deceptive with statements by the Applicant that the building will
“read as a three story building”. The rendering provided by the Applicant is distorted and intentionally
cut off the top of the building.
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Response: The image in question accurately depicts a perspective of the original Project
design viewed from close proximity to demonstrate the visual effect of the highly tiered
building design. For a person standing in close proximity to the building, the tiering creates
the illusion of a three story building, which is the very intent of the design, and not a product
of image manipulation. The Lead Agency also notes that the down-scaled Mitigation Design
described in FEIS § 4.2 and FEIS Appendix D will incorporate a tiered roofline that will create
a comparable visual effect.

Commenter(s): W.37

Comment 5-7: Requests a Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS) that addresses the
impact of the Project’s 5-story, 166,000 square foot footprint on the character of the single-family
residences on the east side of Elmwood north of Forest Avenue.

Response: DEIS § 2.4 (Visual and Aesthetics / Neighborhood Character), contains a highly
detailed analysis of the nature and scale of buildings in the Elmwood Village and concludes
that the proposed 5-story building would be consistent with the existing built environment.
The Lead Agency notes that the down-sized, four-story Mitigation Design described in FEIS §
4.2 and detailed in FEIS Appendix D is respectful of and compatible with the characteristics
and prevailing features in the Elmwood Village, including the recently constructed, four-story
building at 905 Elmwood, which does not include the significant setbacks or articulation
included in the Mitigation Design. As the neighborhood character was adequately addressed
in the DEIS, a SEIS is not warranted.

Commenter(s): W.37, O.2
Comment 5-8: In the words of the DEIS’ authors, the Elmwood Village “is increasingly desirable due
to its intact urban fabric, recognizable thriving commercial district and proximity to high-quality
public space.” Ironically, the proposed 166,000-square-foot project would rip apart the “intact urban
fabric” by demolishing a dozen century-old buildings that are all “contributing” to the recently listed
Elmwood Village Historic District (East)” on the National Register of Historic Places. And, to add
insult to injury, Affinity wants to replace the “recognizable thriving business district” with an out-of21

scale structure that is the antithesis of the “bohemian atmosphere” praised in a 2009 study prepared
by Chason Affinity’s consultant, Pinnacle Advisory Group:
… The existing development in the immediate and surrounding neighborhood consists primarily of
single family homes and free-standing homes that have been converted into apartment rentals
… [T]he bohemian atmosphere and the numerous independent boutique shops and restaurants
have helped to make the area around Elmwood and Forest [avenues] one of the most desirable
residential neighborhoods in Buffalo. ” [Emphasis added.]
Response: As discussed above in response to Comment 5-3, the Elmwood Village is composed
of an eclectic and evolving mix of buildings of varying height, width, and architectural
elements.
Although existing development in the immediate vicinity of Affinity’s property includes single
family homes and smaller scale structures, the Lead Agency notes that the combined Elmwood
Historic Districts encompass a very large geographic area, with a lengthy period of historic
significance dating back about 100 years, and are thus characterized by an "eclectic
architectural vocabulary" (see Elmwood Historic District (East) National Register of Historic
Places Registration Form at p. 19). These characteristics reflect the evolutionary nature of
the Elmwood Historic Districts, which have evolved from an overwhelmingly single and twofamily residential neighborhood to a mixed use area including commercial and larger
multifamily residential structures of various sizes, very often in close proximity to each other.
By necessity, this evolution involved the demolition (as well as alteration) of numerous singlefamily residential structures. As depicted below, directly across Elmwood Avenue from the
Project site, commercial block buildings contributing to the " eclectic architectural
vocabulary" were themselves built on the site of what were formerly residential structures
similar to those proposed to be demolished.
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1104-1124 Elmwood Avenue, Buffalo, New York, located directly across Elmwood Avenue
from the Project Site, are examples of contributing structures that were built following the
demolition of residential structures.
In addition, there are numerous other examples within the Elmwood Historic Districts of
structures of often sharply contrasting styles and sizes – including two and one-half story
residential structures, residential structures converted to commercial use, commercial block
buildings, and large apartment complexes – co-existing in close proximity to one another.
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Below are several examples:

709-727 Elmwood Avenue, including a residential structure converted to a commercial use, a
mixed use commercial block building and a single-story single use commercial structure.
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691-703 West Ferry Street, including a large (six story) apartment complex immediately
adjacent to two and one-half story residential structure.
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570-572 Elmwood Avenue, including large (five story) apartment building immediately
adjacent to converted two and one-half story residential/commercial structures.
Therefore, the commenter’s subjective opinion that the Project as originally designed would
“rip apart the intact urban fabric” of the Elmwood Village is not substantiated. Further,
Affinity’s down-scaled, four-story Mitigation Design described in FEIS § 4.2 is intended to
mitigate concerns about project scale to the extent practicable.
While the Elmwood East Historic District Nomination Document considers many of the
structures at the site to be “contributing resources” due to certain Queen Anne architectural
features, the same may be said of numerous other residences and buildings throughout the
City of Buffalo outside of any National Register District, and none of the buildings at Affinity’s
property are reported to be associated with a significant historical or cultural event, architect
or person or possess unique or innovative architectural features or elements. Further, as
explained more fully in FEIS § 3.2, adaptive reuse of these properties would not meet Affinity’s
project goals and objectives, and is therefore not the preferred alternative.
Comment 5-9: (a) Affinity’s project is grossly inconsistent with the scale and character of the 12
primary structures it would replace. Eleven of the twelve existing structures on the 12 parcels
comprising the Chason Affinity project – that is, 1091 through 1121 Elmwood Ave., and 605 and 607
Forest Ave. – are two- and two-and-a-half story structures on single, moderate-size lots. The twelfth
structure – at 1111 Elmwood Avenue – is a 1.3-story single-family residence. The twelve structures
have a total gross floor area of 34,062 square feet, 20.5% of the total gross floor area of the proposed
project, 166,000 square feet.
(b) Affinity’s project is grossly inconsistent with the scale and character of the ten adjacent
residences on Forest Ave. and Granger Place. Nine of the ten structures on Granger Place [64
through 36 Granger Pl.] and Forest Avenue [611 Forest Ave.] abutting or immediately adjacent to the
Chason Affinity property are 2-family residences, and the tenth structure is a three-family
residence. The ten parcels are all developed with two- and two-and-a-half story structures on single,
moderate-size lots, setback from the public right-of-way by front lawns, and have a total gross floor
area of 25,105 square feet, 15.1% of the total gross floor area of the proposed project, 166,000 square
feet.
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(c) Affinity’s project is grossly inconsistent with the scale of the commercial buildings directly
across street on the west side of Elmwood Avenue. The six buildings on the west side of Elmwood
Ave. directly across Elmwood from the proposed Chason project – that is, 1122, 1116, 1108, 1104,
1096 and 1094 Elmwood – are all 2-stories in height, and have a combined gross floor area of 35,224
square feet, 21.2% of the total gross floor area of the proposed project, 166,000 square feet.
(d) Affinity’s project is grossly inconsistent with the scale and character of the single-family
residences on the east side of Elmwood Ave. immediately north of the corner of Elmwood &
Forest. Although you would never know it from reading the DEIS, but starting barely 100 feet
from the northeast corner of Elmwood and Forest, and extending along the east side of Elmwood
for 18 parcels, are eighteen single-family residences. Ten of the twelve residences closest to the
Chason Affinity project are 2-story structures, one is a 1.5-story home, and one a 2.5-story
home. These dozen parcels are zoned R1, are moderate in size, and the houses are setback from the
public right-of-way by front lawns. The total gross floor area of these 12 residences is 25,167 square
feet, or 15.2% of the total gross floor area of the proposed project, 166,000 square feet.
Response: The existing structures at the site do not conform to the permissible building types
for the N-2C District as stated in UDO Table 3A. While they are smaller in scale than the
Mitigation Design described in FEIS § 4.2, the scale and character of the Elmwood Village
and beyond is diverse and differentiated. The Elmwood Village contains stretches of mixeduse buildings, intermixed commercial and residential structures, strings of single family
homes, as well as areas of institutional campuses. The Elmwood Village has “character” not
because of a homogeneity in building design, but because the area is eclectic and
differentiated. See also response to Comment 5-8 above.
There are several examples of larger footprint buildings adjacent to single family and twofamily homes that are directly adjacent and at a shorter distance from each other as compared
to the Project. These include Elmwood Avenue and Cleveland Avenue (east side), Elmwood
Avenue and West Ferry Street (west side), Elmwood Avenue and Lexington Avenue (east side),
and Elmwood Avenue and Anderson Place (west side). Additionally, the large, former
Frederick Law Olmstead School #56 being converted into apartments is directly adjacent to
two-family homes on West Delavan Avenue between Delaware and Elmwood Avenues.
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Commenter(s): W.14, W.20, W.22, W.32, W.34, W.61, W.63, O.15, W.44

Comment 5-10: The character of the neighborhood (Elmwood Village) must be preserved and
protected. The Project will alter the feel of the Elmwood Village and destroy aesthetics.

Response: As detailed in FEIS § 3, the Project has gone through significant alterations and
design changes over the past several years in response to community feedback. Additionally,
inspiration for design elements incorporated into the original Project as well as the Mitigation
Design described in FEIS § 4.2 was derived from the existing built environment in not only
the Elmwood Village, but surrounding districts such as the Linwood Avenue Historic District
and Delaware Avenue Historic District.
Commenter(s): W.28
Comment 5-11: The density of the Project significantly exceeds units per acre envisioned in the City
of Buffalo Comprehensive Plan, which was 8-16 units per acre.
Response: Both the Project as originally designed and the Mitigation Design described in
FEIS § 4.2 comply with applicable density requirements in the UDO. The only density
applicable is in N-2R which is 1 per 1,250 square feet or 34 per acre and significantly higher
than 8-16 per acre.
Commenter(s): O.4
Comment 5-12: The massive scale of this Project is unprecedented. The buildings shown in the
Illustrative Massing photos were most likely already existing with single family homes built around
them.
Response: There are numerous examples throughout the Elmwood Village neighborhood and
beyond of buildings that are taller than the structure proposed by the Project. See also
response to Comment 5-8 above. Multiple examples of the photos contained in DEIS Appendix
G Illustrative Massing/Scale Photos show significantly taller buildings built after the adjacent
shorter buildings. These examples are provided below:
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448 Elmwood Avenue (2011 – tall), 456 Elmwood Avenue (2003)



210 Allen Street (tall) and 204 Allen Street (both built in 1890)



114 Anderson Place (1900-tall) 576 Elmwood Avenue (1890)



333 Linwood Avenue (1929-tall) 315 Linwood Avenue (1920)



82 Linwood Avenue (1928-tall) 74 Linwood Avenue (1900)



44 North Pearl Street (1905-tall) 48 North Pearl Street (1853)

In addition, a four-story development at 905 Elmwood Avemue has recently been completed.
2.6

Comment Category #6 – Zoning

Commenter(s): W.11, W.12, W.23, W.28, W.30, W.35, W.39, W.43, O.15, O.5, O.2, O.9

Comment 6-1: The Project does not meet Elmwood Village Design Standards or the Elmwood
Avenue Business District Standards of only three stories, 40 feet high and is therefore illegal.
Response: The City’s new Unified Development Ordinance (“UDO”) was adopted and
became effective after Affinity submitted complete applications to the Lead Agency for site
plan approval of the Project on September 7, 2016 and to the Zoning Board of Appeals on
November 4, 2016 for the necessary area variances. The UDO was signed into law on January
3, 2017 (effective February 17, 2017 in the N-2C zone and April 3, 2017 in the N-2R zone).
The Elmwood Village Design Standards and the Elmwood Avenue Business District Standards
therefore are no longer in effect.
Because the UDO as enacted eliminated a “grandfather provision” that would have allowed
Affinity’s applications to be governed by the City’s prior zoning code, Affinity’s Mitigation
Design is subject to the requirements of the UDO. The Mitigation Design will require, among
other things, an area variance with respect the current building height maximum of 3 stories
/ 44’ under § 3.2.5.E(A) for the 4th floor of the building on Elmwood Avenue (i.e., a variance
of 1 story / 10 feet).
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Having said that, a proposed project that does not conform to a given dimensional requirement
in a zoning code is not considered “illegal.” Rather, the City of Buffalo Zoning Board of
Appeals (ZBA) is empowered under New York State General City Law § 81-b(4) (and the
parallel provisions of UDO § 11.3.5(A)(2) & (E)(2)) to grant “area variances” from
dimensional requirements.

In making such determinations, the ZBA must take into

consideration into consideration the benefit to the applicant if the variance is granted, as
weighed against the detriment to the health, safety and welfare of the neighborhood or
community by such grant. In making such determination the board shall also consider:

(i) whether an undesirable change will be produced in the character of the
neighborhood or a detriment to nearby properties will be created by the granting of
the area variance;

(ii) whether the benefit sought by the applicant can be achieved by some method
feasible for the applicant to pursue, other than an area variance;

(iii) whether the requested area variance is substantial;

(iv) whether the proposed variance will have an adverse effect or impact on the
physical or environmental conditions in the neighborhood or district and

(v) whether the alleged difficulty was self-created, which consideration shall be
relevant to the decision of the board of appeals, but shall not necessarily preclude
the granting of the area variance.
The Lead Agency also disagrees that the height of Affinity’s original Project proposal (five
stories) failed to comply with City’s previous zoning code. While the former Zoning Code §
511-56 E(6) set a limit of 3 stories / 40 feet for buildings in the Elmwood Business District,
former City Zoning Code § 511-155(A)(3) emphasized that the Elmwood Village Design
Standards superseded the EB District 3-story height limit. The EVDS height limitation in
former §511-155(F)(1) therefore was controlling, and stated as follows:
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(1) Scale. New buildings shall maintain the predominant scale of other buildings nearby:
(a) New buildings and building additions shall respect the predominant height of buildings
within the area (Drawing #1). Not including stories below grade buildings shall be between
two and five stories (emphasis supplied).

For the reasons detailed in DEIS § 2.4 and in this FEIS (see, response to Comment 5-8 above),
the Lead Agency finds that the Project (and particularly Affinity’s current four- story
Mitigation Design) do “respect the predominant height of buildings in the area.” The Lead
Agency also notes that Affinity’s Mitigation Design is highly tiered in a manner that respects
adjoining properties, unlike the “not appropriate” rectangle depicted in the above drawing in
the former zoning code.

Commenter(s): W.28

Comment 6-2: The Applicant suggests the Project is appropriate according to the Elmwood Avenue
Business District, when in fact eight of their properties are zoned residential, not commercial.
Response: Affinity’s property on Elmwood Avenue, now zoned N-2C, was previously zoned
EB. On the other hand, Affinity’s property on Forest Avenue, now zoned N-2R, was previously
zoned R3.
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Commenter(s): W.29
Comment 6-3: The 300’ length project 5 stories high needs to respect the 100’ maximum
length recommended in the EVA design standards. This pattern of a building 100’ in length gives
Elmwood Village the walkable urban experience.

Response: The Mitigation Design described in FEIS § 4.2 and FEIS Appendix D is subject to
the requirements of the UDO. The UDO does not incorporate the 100’ maximum referred to
in the comment, nor was it in the EVA Design.

Commenter(s) W.36, O.9, O.5

Comment 6-4: If the design was consistent with the City of Buffalo Zoning Code, as they say it is
intended to be, they would not need a DEIS because the action would not be a Type 1; rather the plans
would be allowed as of right and they could have simply have proceeded with site plan review and
building permits.
Response: The Project constitutes a “Type I” action under SEQRA because it is located both
within and substantially contiguous to a district that is listed on the National Register of
Historic Places (Elmwood Avenue Historic District West and East) per §617.4(b)(9). The
Project is also located in close proximity to the H.H. Richardson complex to the northwest
of the Site, a National Historic Landmark. Affinity elected to voluntarily submit a DEIS with
its September 7, 2016 site plan application to underscore the fact the Project has been the
subject of an exceptional degree of planning and scrutiny to ensure that any potential adverse
impacts to the neighborhood are avoided and/or mitigated to the extent practicable. The need
for area variances has no impact on the SEQR review.
Comment 6-5: The DEIS fails to list the area variance for five stories in the list of variances.
Response: See the Lead Agency’s responses to Comments 6-1 and 6-3 above. The Mitigation
Design will encompass a four-story building containing no more than 40 condominium units,
plus three (3) retail spaces of up to 3,500-square feet each on the first floor (the amount of
commercial space now allowable under the UDO), as well as parking located on a single
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below grade level. The project will be a maximum of 54 feet in height or 4-stories tall, with
stepbacks encorporated into the design. As redesigned, the Mitigation Design requires a
variance for the 4th floor of the building on Elmwood Avenue (1 story / 10 foot variance) under
§ 3.2.5.E(A).
Comment 6-6: The DIES misquotes the current zoning code. “On DEIS Page 25 it is written that “511155(F)(1)(a): respect the predominant height of buildings within the area; buildings shall be between
two and five stories”.

If you want the whole truth, what the current zoning passed in 2009 and revised in 2011 actually says
is:
City Charter “§ 511-155. Elmwood Village Design Standards District.
F. Specific standards and considerations.
(1) Scale. New buildings shall maintain the predominant scale of other buildings nearby.

(a) New buildings and building additions shall respect the predominant height of buildings within the
area. (Drawing 1) Not including stories below grade buildings shall be between two (2) and five (5)
stories. All the building stories must be constructed and designed to support business and residential
occupancies as defined in Section 302 of the Building Code of the State of New York.”

The drawing is as much a part of our zoning law as the text. The drawing is clear. It shows that a
building twice the height of nearby buildings in “Not Appropriate”. Or as the text notes a building
much taller than nearby buildings does not “respect the predominant height of buildings within the
area.”
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I know that some people think this text and drawing ambiguous. It is not. I beg someone to explain
some other interpretation to me. This Charter Amendment was reviewed by the City of Buffalo
Corporation Counsel Tim Ball, Director of the Office of Strategic Planning Brendan Mehaffy, the
Department of Permits and Inspections, and the Planning Board. Many changes for greater clarity
were suggested and incorporated into the final document passed by the Common Council; no one
mentioned that the text and drawing was confusing. Many other items in this amendment were
changed for clarity prior to the 2009 version, and several other items were changed for the 2011
version”.

and

TENTH, the relevant “scale” and comparisons for this board to keep in mind when assessing the
proposed project’s height and impacts on the existing neighborhood character and aesthetics are found
at in the EVDS, not in Appendix G (Illustrative Scale Design) of the DEIS:
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As stated at Section 511-155(G)(1)(a) of Buffalo’s zoning code, the predominant height of buildings
in the Elmwood Village Design District “is between two and 2 ½ stories,” and “new buildings shall
respect the predominant height of buildings within the area.” The fact that the EVDS provision states
that “buildings of more than five stories” are inappropriate does NOT mean that Chason Affinity has
the right under the existing zoning code to construct a five-story building. This board must also ask
the question: Does a five-story structure “respect the predominant height of buildings” in the area? It
is my client’s opinion that it does not. If allowed to proceed, the proposed 5-story “1111 Elmwood”
project would be between 2.5- and 3-stories taller than the closest building on Elmwood Ave. (Pano’s
restaurant at 1081 Elmwood), and on Forest Ave. (Sandra Girage’s house at 611 Forest Ave.), and
each of the residences on Granger Place immediately to the rear of the proposed 166,000-square-foot
development.
Response: See the Lead Agency’s responses to Comments 5-8, 6-1 and 6-3 above.
Comment 6-7: In the City code, §511-146.D. “(2) Buildings shall be in scale with the surrounding
structures.” Variances are required for “brownstone walkups” at the south end of the building.

Response: See the Lead Agency’s responses to Comments 6-1 and 6-3 above.
Comment 6-8: As noted in the City’s Charter section § 511-155 (see below) it is the intent that the
buildings be “mixed-use” and of “small scale appearance”.

The South part of the building must be mixed use, see 511-155(1)(b) and § 511-155 F. (1)
“(e) New commercial buildings shall be designed for mixed use with any combination of retail,
office, and residential. Buildings currently designed for a mix of uses must maintain a mix of
uses. Parcels with buildings dedicated solely to residential use, which are not adjacent to
existing commercial buildings are not required to be mixed use.”
The building is not “small scale” in any way relating to buildings within the boundaries of the
Elmwood Village Design Standards as per § 511-155 B. a. – k.
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511-155 F.(1)(c) indicates 25’ maximum store width. DEIS Figure 1-6A shows the ground floor retail
businesses with widths of approximately 40’, 35’, and 35’. 160% and 140% larger than the code calls
for – this is an additional design item that conforms the developer’s pattern of “large scale” in the
proposal. The building is taller than it should be, longer than it should be, the storefronts are the
maximum SF allowed, and the stores are wider than they should be.

Store widths along a very popular section of Elmwood: White Rabbit Yogurt: 31 feet, Abraham's
Jewelry: 20 feet, Anna Grace: 14 feet, Presence: 17 feet, Wasabi 16 feet, Fowler’s: 12 feet, Watson’s:
17 feet, Urban: 17 feet. These businesses are popular and are the small businesses that make Elmwood
special and desirable. The developer and the City need to understand that it is not the larger businesses
that make Elmwood special, but rather the small businesses.

§ 511-138.B. (Site Plan Review)
“Elements to be included in the design and site development review may include, but are not limited
to: parking, means of access and egress, pedestrian sensitivity, screening, signage, landscaping,
architectural features, location and dimensions of buildings, impact of the development on adjacent
properties, environmental matters and such other elements which may be related to the health, safety
and general welfare of the community.”

§ 511-138.D.(2) (Site Plan Review)
“Buildings shall be in scale with the surrounding structures.”

City Charter § 511-155 (Elmwood Village Design Standards)
“(1) The following important aspects of community character shall be protected (or enhanced in
areas where it has been lost or encroached upon):
(a) Pedestrian-oriented building and site design;
(b) Mixed-use buildings;
(c) Small scale appearance;”
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§ 511-155 F. (1)
(c) “New storefronts shall respect the predominant width of storefronts which tends to be not more
than 25 feet. Where a new storefront is to be wider than 25 feet it shall incorporate architectural
elements, such as bays, columns and divided windows that allow it to appear to be several smaller
storefronts and thus allow it to be subdivided into smaller storefronts in the future”.
(e) “New commercial buildings shall be designed for mixed use with any combination of retail, office,
and residential. Buildings currently designed for a mix of uses must maintain a mix of uses. Parcels
with buildings dedicated solely to residential use, which are not adjacent to existing commercial
buildings are not required to be mixed use.”

§ 511-155 F. (4)
(a) “At least seventy percent (70%) of the viewing zone (from two to eight feet above the ground
plane) of the first floor façade shall be transparent glass with a Visual Light Transmittance of sixty
percent (60%) or greater. Where a new building is constructed on a corner, each side visible from a
street would be considered a primary storefront façade and incorporate these fenestration patterns,
unless doing so should be unduly obtrusive into a primarily residential street.”

Response: The standards referred to by this comment no longer apply. However, the intent of
the standards were incorporated into the Mitigation Design because it is mixed-use and as a
result the design breaks the massing into multiple sections.
Comment 6-9: “Building–to-Site Relationships Area Variance §511-155(E)(1) provides that buildings
shall be built to the front lot line with an exception for setbacks of up to 10 feet from the lot line
allowed to accommodate pedestrian-friendly uses such as outdoor eating spaces, small public plazas
or sitting areas that welcome pedestrians, but that do not impede pedestrian traffic. Affinity’s proposed
walk-ups are not built to the lot line but have front yards that would deviate from this requirement,
but pedestrian friendly uses will be maintained on the sidewalk.”
There is no explanation in text or drawings what the “pedestrian-friendly uses” would be.
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DEIS Figure 1-5A shows tree pits with what may be concrete sitting areas. DEIS Figure 1-2 conflicts
with DEIS Figure 1-5A showing the tree pits closer to the curb. The tree pits on both the north and
south building are in line with the traditional sidewalk pushing pedestrians closer to the curb and
street. Such sitting areas are often more a nuisance than a benefit. Perhaps these areas would be
“pedestrian friendly” or perhaps they will be friendly to other uses that will make pedestrians
uncomfortable.
Response: See the Lead Agency’s responses to Comments 6-1 and 6-3. In addition, the
Mitigation Design reflects that the building-to-site relationship is, unlike the current highly
set-back residential-style structures at the site, oriented toward the street, and pedestrian uses
are maintained and enhanced with plantings and a landscaped forecourt.

Commenter(s): W.37, O.2
Comment 6-10: (12/5/2016): SECOND, the DEIS states that, “The Project aims to transform the Site
into one more consistent with prevailing Elmwood Village design standards… [EVDS]” This assertion
inaccurately suggests that the EVDS criteria (mixed-use buildings constructed at the sidewalk, etc.)
applies to every parcel within its boundaries. That claim is false. As clearly stated at Section 511155(b)(1) of the City’s zoning ordinance: “The Elmwood Village Design Standards District shall
include all commercial properties abutting Elmwood Avenue between Forest Avenue and North
Street,” as well as “all commercial properties abutting” specified east-west spurs, including Forest
between Richmond and Granger. In other words, the eight residential properties included within
Affinity’s twelve parcels – six on Elmwood, and two around the corner on Forest – are NOT
included in the EVDS, and, therefore, are not inconsistent with the expressed
standards. [See EVDSD-section-511-155-amended-06-11.]

Response: The Mitigation Design will be governed by the newly-enacted UDO, not the prior
zoning code. See the Lead Agency’s responses to Comments 6-1, 6-3, 6-8 and 6-9. Having
said that, the Lead Agency notes that, as quoted in the comment, the EVDS District was defined
to include all commercial “properties” (not commercial “buildings”). In this regard, all of
Affinity’s Elmwood Avenue property was (and still is) zoned for commercial use. Moreover,
none of the existing structures on Elmwood Avenue comply with current UDO setback
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standards or constitute permissible building types in the proposed N-2C District. Therefore,
the Mitigation Design will, in fact, help to transform the site into one more consistent with the
currently applicable UDO standards.

Commenter(s): W.39, O.5

Comment 6-11: The Chason Project DEIS makes many assertions about the Elmwood Village and
how its proposal supposedly meets all of the necessary legal criteria. The DEIS provides an analysis
of the Elmwood Village Design Standards which ignores key requirements, while making inaccurate
claims that the Chason Project is compatible with existing structures in the area of the project, let
alone within the Elmwood Village. The DEIS also devotes 5 pages of its submission describing the
citywide 2006 Comprehensive Plan even though the Plan has no binding authority of law and lacks
any reference to the distinctive qualities associated with the Elmwood Village.

Response: The Mitigation Design will be governed by the newly-enacted UDO, not the prior
zoning code. See the Lead Agency’s responses to Comments 6-1, 6-3 and 6-8. And 6-9. The
UDO is intended to meet the goals and objectives of the 2006 City of Buffalo Comprehensive
Plan. See also the Lead Agency’s responses to Comments 5-1 through 5-4 and 5-8 regarding
existing structures in the area.

Comment 6-12: At page 15 of the DEIS, the Chason Project asserts: "The Project aims to transform
the Site into one more consistent with prevailing Elmwood Village design standards ... " Later at page
40, the Chason Project claims: "The [proposed] building is sensitive to the scale of the predominant
buildings in the Village, as evidenced by the exhibits in Appendix G." In reviewing Appendix G, one
is shown 12 photos in support of the claim that the 5 story structure is compatible with the style and
character of the Elmwood Village. However, a closer inspection of the Appendix G photos reveals
that the photos consist of:
-7 photos of buildings located on Linwood Avenue, Allen Street, West Ferry
Street and North Pearl street - none of them within the Elmwood Village;
-3 photos of buildings about 1 mile away on Elmwood Avenue that are incorrectly described as being
3 1/2 stories in height when in fact they are 3 story buildings;
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-1 photo of a nearly century-old 4 story apartment building located on Elmwood at Anderson (about
a mile away);
-1 photo of a 6 story inclusionary-housing apartment building located on
Elmwood between Bryant and Summer (about a mile and half away).

Importantly, none of the sample properties demonstrate the character and scale of buildings
"within the area of' the project, as required under the Elmwood Village Design Standards --

§ 511-15 5 (F)(1)(a) and its designated Drawing # 1 which shows two buildings next to each other as
being "within the area". It is inconceivable that the Chason Project can argue that properties so far
removed from the project should be used as comparable buildings. Rather, it is submitted, that a more
appropriate comparison would be those buildings located within several blocks south of the project'.
Quite simply, any building in excess of 3 stories along Elmwood Avenue is almost a full mile away.
Attached hereto as Table A is a series of 9 photographs which capture the actual buildings located
along Elmwood Avenue for the next block. These photos are accurate representations of the scale and
character of structures which exist along Elmwood for almost a full mile.

Response: The Mitigation Design will be governed by the newly-enacted UDO, not the prior
zoning code. See the Lead Agency’s responses to Comments 6-1, 6-3, 6-8 and 6-9. See also
the Lead Agency’s responses to Comments 5-1 through 5-4 and 5-8 regarding existing
structures in the area.

Comment 6-13: In order to properly evaluate the Chason Project and its conformity within
prevailing ordinances, it is necessary to review the pertinent portions of the Zoning
Ordinance/Code.

§511-2: Purpose of the Zoning Ordinance

In relevant parts, the City Zoning Ordinance states that its purpose is to ensure appropriate
development by (among other things) "regulating and limiting the height and bulk of buildings." It
goes on to state: The regulations are made with reasonable consideration, among other things, to the
character of each district, its peculiar suitability for particular uses and the direction of building
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development and with a view to conserving property values and encouraging the most appropriate use
of land throughout the City.

§511-137: Legislative Intent

The Zoning Code seeks to ensure that a thoughtful and thorough review of any project be undertaken:
It is desirable to establish reasonable controls over developments which, by reason of their magnitude,
may have adverse effects on adjoining uses and services provided by the City. Moreover, the aesthetics
of such developments should also be subject to public review in order to preserve and enhance the
quality of the built environment for generations to come. Lastly, the imposition of design and site plan
review places discretion with the City with regard to the environmental review process as stipulated
under the State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQR).

§511-56: Elmwood Avenue Business District (Elmwood Special Zoning District)

Any new building within the Elmwood Avenue Business District is limited to 40 feet in height. In
addition to the Elmwood Village Design Standards (discussed later), the City made specific
requirements about what type of structures should be allowed within the Elmwood Village. While
requiring Common Council approval for any demolitions within the Elmwood Village through a
Special Use Permit (§511-56(D)(l)), the City also wanted to ensure that the Elmwood Village have a
type of development compatible with the surrounding community, acknowledging the heightened
interests of the surrounding residents in the development of their community - as set out at §51156(8):
Legislative Intent. The Common Council finds that the stability and continued
viability of this area as a sound residential, commercial and cultural area of the City
is threatened by the overdevelopment and expansion of bars, taverns, restaurants,
takeout food shops and other commercial enterprises which threaten the continuation
of the essentially unique and continuing viability of this area. The Common Council
further finds that the encroachment and expansion of enterprises of this nature have
given rise to traffic congestion, hazards to the life and safety of pedestrians and motor
vehicle passengers and operators, extensive illegal parking, excessive noise, vandalism
and trespass and damage to public and private property. Further this condition has
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created annoyance and interference with the rights of residents of the neighborhood to
their right to peaceful enjoyment of their property and invasion of their rights of privacy.
By creating this special zoning district, the Common Council of the City of Buffalo
intends to create a compatible balance between the legitimate commercial interests and
the lawful interests of the residents of this area (emphasis added).

While limiting lot size, maximum density, yard depth and width, §511-56(e)(6) specifically limits any
development's height as "Maximum height: 40 feet". In other words the maximum height allowed
within the Special District would be the equivalent of 3 stories.

Response: The Mitigation Design will be governed by the newly-enacted UDO, not the prior
zoning code. See the Lead Agency’s responses to Comments 6-1, 6-3 and 6-8. The UDO is
intended to meet the goals and objectives of the 2006 City of Buffalo Comprehensive Plan.
See also the Lead Agency’s responses to Comments 5-1 through 5-4 and 5-8 regarding existing
structures in the area.

Comment 6-14: Members of the Elmwood Community have already made clear what their
"lawful interests" are via the scale and character of new buildings within the Elmwood Village.
As part of the review process for the impending new Green Zoning Code, the Common Council
(through the Office of Strategic Planning) made specific findings in the Final Generic
Environmental Impact Statement (FGEIS) about what the Elmwood Village residents wanted
their community to look like. Those conclusions were based on a petition signed by over
650 residents, one of the key provisions of which was that any new building be limited to 3
stories. In its findings the FGEIS Response-to-Comments concluded:

Response-to-Comment 3-80 (p.69):

Based on community input, the Lead Agency has adjusted the height limits in N-2C and
N- 2E zones to be more consistent with neighborhood character, by relating height
limits to the width of their adjacent thoroughfares, which will include a height limit
along Elmwood, within the Elmwood Village, of three stories.
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. . . [B]ased on public input expressing concern over building scale, the Lead Agency
agrees to include maximum building heights as measured in feet, in addition to stories,
in all neighborhood zones, including a 44 ‘height limit for Commercial Block buildings
in the N-2C. (emphasis added)

The Response also noted at Section 3.2 (p.10):

To discourage large-scale redevelopment within the Elmwood Village area, a new
provision allows only up to two lots to be combined for new construction in the N-2C
and N-2E zones. The Response at Comment 3-32 (p.56) also stated:

[T}he Lead Agency has prohibited the combination of more than two lots (existing at the time of the
adoption of the UDO) for the purposes of new construction in an N-2C or N-2E zone within the
Elmwood Village. The Lead Agency finds that this provision, along with the reduction of allowed
height along Elmwood A venue, will significantly reduce the likelihood of building demolition for the
purpose of redevelopment, within the Elmwood Village.

The Response at Comment 14-14 (p.152) further noted:

However, based on numerous concerns that were raised in the [sic] relation to the Elmwood
Village area, the Lead Agency has made numerous changes that have significantly reduced the
potential scale of new development along the commercial corridor. This includes changes to
setbacks, reductions in allowed height and reduction in allowed lot width based on new
consolidations. These changes should respond to concerns that allowing development in this area
[sic]. (emphasis added)

The Response at Comment 14-16 (pp. 155-156) summarizes the UDO's intent to protect and limit
the scale of new buildings in the Elmwood Village as follows:

The Lead Agency believe{s} that the standards reviewed in the DGEIS were developed based on
the historic context of the Elmwood Village area taking into account recent planning and design
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efforts for the area. However, there have been numerous changes to the UDO to further limit the size
and scale of allowed development on the Elmwood Village area, including heights, business size, and lot
width. In the opinion of the Lead Agency these changes are sufficient to protect the scale of the
neighborhood [emphasis added]

Although the Green Code has not yet been officially passed by the Common Council, the specific
findings by the City about what the residents of the Elmwood Village community want as to "scale
and character" should guide the Planning Board when it determines what the scale and character
should be for the Chason Project. As noted in the Legislative Intent for §51 l-56(B), any review
of a project within the Elmwood Village must respect the lawful interests of the residents of this
area. The Planning Board has conclusive evidence of what the community's interests are in the
development along Elmwood Avenue by virtue of the specific findings set out above.

Response: The Mitigation Design will be governed by the newly-enacted UDO, not the prior
zoning code. See the Lead Agency’s responses to Comments 6-1, 6-3 and 6-8. The UDO is
intended to meet the goals and objectives of the 2006 City of Buffalo Comprehensive Plan.
See also the Lead Agency’s responses to Comments 5-1 through 5-4 and 5-8 regarding
existing structures in the area.

Comment 6-16: §511-155: The Elmwood Village Design Standards

The Zoning Code also drew up specific limitations for any new development sought within the
Elmwood Village. Among other criteria, at §51 l-155(A)(l), the Code requires that the
"character and scale" of the community be protected when any development is being considered:
Legislative Intent. The Elmwood Village Design Standards have been created to ensure that future
development (including new construction as well as alterations to existing buildings) in the Elmwood
Village maintains and enhances the unique character and scale of the community.
(1) The following important aspects of community character shall be protected
(or enhanced in areas where it has been lost or encroached upon): (a) Pedestrian-oriented building and
site design;
(b) Mixed-use buildings;
(c) Small scale appearance;
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(d) Creativity and eclecticism; and
(e) Durable, high quality exterior materials. (emphasis added)

In more specific language, the Elmwood Village Design Standards speak to and define the "scale" of
new buildings at §511-155(F)(l):
Specific standards and considerations.
(1) Scale. New buildings shall maintain the predominant scale of other buildings nearby:
(a) New buildings and building additions shall respect the predominant height of buildings within the
area (Drawing #1). Not including stories below grade buildings shall be between two and five stories.
All the building stories must be constructed and designed to support business and residential
occupancies as defined in Section 302 of the Building Code of the State of New York. (emphasis
added)

The Code clearly speaks to maintaining the scale of structures "nearby" or "within the area". As noted
earlier, the Elmwood Village Design Standards then provides a drawing demonstrating buildings
within close proximity of each other as an example of what is "nearby" or the "area" within which the
scale must be considered. (As also noted earlier, the Chason Project chooses to cites comparative taller
buildings either completely outside the Elmwood Village or a mile away.) Thus, the provision that
any new building "shall be between two and five stories" is limited by the fact that the comparison of
any new building's height is controlled by those buildings "nearby" or "within the area". If the
Common Council had wanted the analysis to include buildings outside the Elmwood Village or a mile
away, then it would have so stated and would have not included Drawing #1 which shows structures
that adjoin each other as an example of "within the area". Stated another way, Chason's argument
under §51 l-155(F)(l) would have more credibility if any buildings within the next block were 5 stories
high'.
As demonstrated in attached Table A, the Chason Project does not meet the height• comparability
requirements of §511-155(F)(l). The photos in Table A are all taken in the block proceeding from
Forest Avenue and none of those building exceed 2 stories. Accordingly, the Chason Project should
not be allowed to proceed as presently constituted, as it is 5 stories high.
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Response: The Mitigation Design will be governed by the newly-enacted UDO, not the prior
zoning code. See the Lead Agency’s responses to Comments 6-1, 6-3 and 6-8. The UDO is
intended to meet the goals and objectives of the 2006 City of Buffalo Comprehensive Plan.
See also the Lead Agency’s responses to Comments 5-1 through 5-4 and 5-8 regarding existing
structures in the area.

Comment 6-17:
§511-127: Conflict with Other Provisions

Notwithstanding the provisions of the Elmwood Village Design Standards allowing the possibility of
5 stories under certain circumstances, the provisions of §511-56 (the Elmwood Avenue Business
District) still would control- limiting any building height to 40 feet. Under
§511-127(B), any conflict between ordinances must be resolve in favor of the more restrictive
provisions:
Where greater restrictions or higher standards are imposed by any law, ordinance, regulation or private
agreement, such greater restrictions and higher standards shall control.

The Elmwood Village Design Standards (EVDS) has language regarding "conflicts", namely, the
EVDS provides that if there is any conflict between those standards and other regulations, then the
EVDS shall control. However, there is no conflict with the Elmwood Avenue Business District
ordinance height-limit of 40 feet. The EVDS provides a range of height from 2-5 stories, provided
that any proposed building must conform to buildings "nearby" or "within the area". Thus under the
EVDS, if the proposed building is "nearby" or
"within the area" of only 2-3 story structures, then the proposed building can only go to 3 stories which
is consistent with the more restrictive requirements of the Elmwood Avenue Business District
ordinance controls, namely a maximum of 40 feet in height. Hence, the law requires the Planning
Board to disapprove the site plans for the Chason Project to meet its legal obligations and authority
under §51 l-138(A).
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V.

CONCLUSION

The Chason Project fails to meet the height limitations established both under the Elmwood Village
Design Standards and the requirements of the Elmwood Avenue Business District, limiting the height
of any new development and prohibiting a 5 story project at "1111 Elmwood". Further, the "scale and
character" of any project must be separately weighed and determined not only on statutorily mandated
height provisions, but also on what the Elmwood Village community residents have submitted. It is
their desire (as memorialized by the Office of Strategic Planning - set out above) that no development
along Elmwood be in excess of 3 stories in order to protect the scale and character of their community.

Response: The Mitigation Design will be governed by the newly enacted UDO. Having said
that, see the Lead Agency’s response to Comment 6-1. Affinity’s counsel has also offered the
following case authorities for the "well-established rule of statutory construction … that a
'prior general statute yields to a later specific or special statute'." In re Dutchess County Dep't
of Social Servs v. Day, 96 N.Y.2d 149, 153, 726 N.Y.S.2d 54 (2001) (quoting Erie County
Water Auth. v. Kramer, 4 A.D.2d 545, 550 (4th Dept. 1957), aff'd 5 NY2d 954); Dandomar
Co., LLC v. Town of Pleasant Valley Town Bd., 86 A.D.3d 83, 92, 924 N.Y.S.2d 499 (2d Dept.
2011). See also Francis Development and Management Co., Inc. v. Town of Clarence, 306
A.D.2d 880, 761 N.Y.S.2d 760 (4th Dept. 2003)(any ambiguity in zoning restrictions must be
resolved in favor of the property owner).
2.7

Comment Category #7 – Green Code

Commenter(s): W.2, W.11, W.12, W.15, W.16, W.18, W.19, W.23, W.31, W.35, W.43, O.12,
O.14

Comment 7-1: The Project should be reviewed under the new Green Code.

Response: The Mitigation Design will be governed by the newly-enacted UDO, not the prior
zoning code. See the Lead Agency’s responses to Comments 6-1, 6-3 and 6-8.
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Commenter(s): W.7, W.23, O.15

Comment 7-2: The Project violates/does not comply to the Green Code.

Response: The Mitigation Design will be governed by the newly-enacted UDO, not the prior
zoning code. See the Lead Agency’s responses to Comments 6-1, 6-3 and 6-8.

Commenter(s): W.6, W.16
Comment 7-3: The Project should not be “grandfathered” pending the new Green Code.

Response: The Mitigation Design will be governed by the newly-enacted UDO, not the prior
zoning code. See the Lead Agency’s responses to Comments 6-1, 6-3 and 6-8.

Commenter(s): W.36
Comment 7-4: DEIS p. 6: “Although the City of Buffalo’s proposed form based, city-wide Unified
Development Ordinance (the “Green Code”) has not been officially approved or adopted, the proposed
Project is also intended to meet the spirit and intent of that document, and meets most proposed Green
Code dimensional requirements.”
That is the developer’s opinion, certainly not a fact, as I will point out in discussing specifics of their
plan.

Response: The Mitigation Design will be governed by the newly-enacted UDO, not the prior
zoning code. See the Lead Agency’s responses to Comments 6-1, 6-3 and 6-8.
Comment 7-8: DEIS P. 27 middle. “the proposed zoning classification arguably should be N-2E
(Neighborhood Edge).”
“Moreover, Stacked Units on Elmwood would be permitted up to 6 stories. Proposed Green Code
§3.2.11(E) (p. 3-55 n.2).”
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“Arguably” indeed.

The latest version of the GreenCode §3.2.11(E) allows only 3 stories. The 2015 version did allow 6
stories on Elmwood. Chason-Affinity doesn’t have the latest version of the Green Code? Unlikely.

Though certain sections of Elmwood have predominantly residential or residential looking (several
“houses” are actually office buildings) buildings (Summer to Bryant) This section of Elmwood is, and
has been for a long time, quite commercial. Even the existing buildings facing Elmwood have had
businesses within them for quite a while.

Response: The Mitigation Design will be governed by the newly-enacted UDO, not the prior
zoning code. See the Lead Agency’s responses to Comments 6-1, 6-3 and 6-8.
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2.8

Comment Category #8 – DEIS Analysis

Commenter(s): W.26

Comment 8-1: Single family homes near the Project Site were omitted from the DEIS analysis.

Response: Single family homes near the Project Site were not omitted from the DEIS analysis.
DEIS Appendix G provided an overview of the range of heights and scale differences that exist
within the Elmwood Village and nearby areas while DEIS Appendix H provided a pictorial
survey to showcase the multiplicity of multi-family dwelling units and more compact density
in this neighborhood.

Commenter(s): W.28, W.64, O.11

Comment 8-2: The DEIS offers no mitigation for the negative impacts of noise, air quality, shading,
traffic or existing infrastructure.

Response: It is unclear which portion of the DEIS Analysis the commenters are referring to.
The Lead Agency points to DEIS Appendix G – Illustrative Scale/Massing Photos, which
displays examples within the Elmwood Village and surrounding area with unique differences
in height in close proximity to one another. The DEIS acknowledges that there are multiple
single family homes in the Project area.
Additionally, the DEIS specifically, addresses the Project’s impacts on noise, air quality,
shading, traffic and existing infrastructure concerns of the commenters. Noise impacts and
mitigation are addressed in DEIS § 2.6, Air Quality impacts and mitigation are described in
§ 2.9. A shadow study with respect to the original five-story Project design is set forth in DEIS
§ 2.10. Because the Mitigation Design has reduced the proposal from five stories to four
stories, no adverse shadow impacts are anticipated.
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Affinity voluntarily submitted the detailed Traffic Impact Analysis (TIS) for an earlier, 57-unit
version of the Project, provided in DEIS Appendix J. As discussed more fully in FEIS § 4.3.8,
FEIS Appendix E includes a TIS addendum which concludes that no adverse traffic impacts
are anticipated in connection with the down-sized, 40-unit and 10,500 square foot retail space
Mitigation Design. In addition, potential impacts on existing infrastructure and related
mitigation is provided in DEIS § 2.2.

The Mitigation Design will include one underground parking level and thereby reduce any
noise associated with this Project compared to surface parking in an urban setting. The trash
receptacles will also be stored internal to the building and therefore, no noise will be exhibited
to the surrounding properties.

Additionally, the parking areas will include ventilation systems that will intake ambient air
through louvers and intentionally direct any emissions away from nearby structures and
residences.

Commenter: W.36

Comment 8-3: Disagrees with the DEIS analysis that the business square footages listed in DEIS
Table 6 define the commercial space neighborhood character.

Response: While there are additional businesses that exist within the Elmwood Village, the
DEIS Table 7 was provided to showcase the range of business sizes that exist in close proximity
to the project. The Mitigation Design now includes three, 3,500-square foot commercial
spaced located on Elmwood Avenue. The total square footage of these spaces is comparable,
if not less, than typical business located within the Elmwood Village and is fully consistent
with current UDO standards.

Commenter(s): W.2, W.37

Comment 8-4: Using inspiration from other large cities across the US is inappropriate and does not
fit the existing appearance of the Elmwood Village.
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Response: The Lead Agency finds that the Mitigation Design is compatible with the
neighborhood character. Further, the UDO does not prohibit any of the styles represented by
this Project.

Commenter(s): W.37
Comment 8-5: FIFTH, the DEIS misleads this board and the public regarding the character of the
adjoining neighborhood through what it omits. The DEIS appendices include a blue-starred map of
properties on Elmwood Avenue with “Residential Only” usage. The project sponsor omits, however,
a similar blue-starred map reflecting the fact that each and every property on the Forest Ave. block
between Elmwood and Granger adjacent to the project site – including the pair of two-family
residences at 605 and 607 Forest that Chason Affinity proposes to demolish – as well as the property
directly across Forest from 605 and 607 Forest at 2 Penhurst Park, and each and every Granger Place
property to the east of the proposed multi-use project, are utilized solely for residential purposes.
Here’s what such a map would look like:
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Response: The Commenter’s analysis actually reinforces the conclusions regarding DEIS
Appendix C to the effect that the condominium portion of the Mitigation Design on Elmwood
Avenue is fully consistent with the prevalence of first-floor residences and residential-only
structures throughout the Elmwood Village.

Commenter(s): W.37, W.57
Comment 8-6: NINTH, the DEIS contains no data or analysis to support its conclusion that existing
infrastructure “contains excess capacity for additional development.” [DEIS, p. 58] The adjacent
residential community has questioned the adequacy of the existing sanitary sewer system for many
years. SEQRA and fairness to the existing neighborhood mandate a thorough review of this potential
area of environmental concern.
Requests a Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement to analyze whether or not the existing
infrastructure, and, in particular, the existing sanitary sewer system contains adequate capacity to
handle the proposed project.

Response: Existing infrastructure was assessed and it was determined that adequate capacity
exists to serve the Project and in addition would not impose excessive stress on the existing
infrastructure demand in the area. The City of Buffalo has a combined sewer system and the
Mitigation Design as proposed will reduce impervious surfaces at the site, which will mitigate
the load on the system. As the project moves forward, Affinity will continue to work with
appropriate utilities, the City of Buffalo Department of Public Works and the Buffalo Sewer
Authority to ensure sufficient capacity exists to serve the project. In addition, Affinity will
comply will all applicable requirements under the State Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (SPDES) General Permit for Stormwater Discharges from Construction Activity (GP0-15-002) and the Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) included in FEIS Appendix
D.

Comment 8-7: COMMENT NO. 7: The DEIS -through its choice of photos from the west side of
Elmwood Ave. labeled "Exhibit 4" and "Exhibit 5" in Appendix E (Visual Assessment)- appears to
intentionally downplay the views of the project site from the west side of Elmwood Ave., and,
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therefore, from the Elmwood Historic District (West). Contrary to the impression provided in the
DEIS, there is a virtually unobstructed view from the opposite side of Elmwood Avenue of the
structures the project sponsor wishes to demolish. Here, for example, is a view of four or five of the
Affinity properties slated for demolition from across the street at 1122 Elmwood Ave.

Response: Comment noted. This view does not change the impact analysis.
Comment 8-8: SIXTH, the fact that a dozen “Residential Only” properties – including one singlefamily, ten two-family, and one three-family houses – adjoin the project site underscores the disservice
the DEIS performs when it downplays the adverse impacts that would result during the projected 18month construction period. The DEIS acknowledges that “[c]construction activity noises are expected
to result from delivery of materials, installation of materials, and operation of heavy machinery and
equipment,” [DEIS, 11] and that, in addition to noise, construction will create adverse air quality,
parking and visual impacts [DEIS, p. 58]. Nonetheless, it minimizes the impacts by characterizing
them as “short term” or, as in the case of dust, “a temporary nuisance.” [DEIS p. 53] That temporary
nuisance, daily from 7AM to 7PM, will feel like an eternity if you are Sandra Girage’s tenants at 611
Forest Ave., or the octogenarian widow who lives at 2 Penhurst Park, or any of the adjacent Granger
Place homeowners and tenants.
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Response: Construction of the Mitigation Design will conform to the City of Buffalo noise
ordinance at Section 293-4(I)(1). This provision prohibits “performance or engagement in
construction work, building, excavating, hoisting, grading, demolishing, dredging or
pneumatic hammering within the limits of the City between the hours of 9:00 P.M. and 7:00
A.M. that causes sound which annoys or disturbs a reasonable person of normal sensitivities
in a residential real property zone, except for emergency work of public service utilities or as
otherwise provided in Subsection I(b) herein”. Dust mitigation will be employed as required.
These impacts are temporary.

Commenter(s): W.32, O.13

Comment 8-9: See attached information on a similar hotel development in North Adams, Mass.
which has been operating for over 5 years since the state took over an old mill complex at the
western end of the state and adapted it to the Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary Art (Mass
MOCA). It is possible to reuse the houses currently located on the site in question in a creative way
which preserves the historic fabric of the neighborhood while providing additional accommodations
for the city's Museum District.

Response: For the reasons stated in FEIS § 3, adaptive reuse of the existing structures
would not meet Affinity’s project goals and objectives, and is therefore not the preferred
alternative.

Commenter(s): W.66, O.10

Comment 8-10: Commenters suggest proposal for three or four buildings as an alternative to the
proposed Project.
Response: For the reasons stated in FEIS § 3, this would not meet Affinity’s project goals
and objectives and is therefore not the preferred alternative.
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2.9

Comment Category #9 – SEQRA Law

Commenter(s): W.36, O.9

Comment 9-1: Their REQURED [Alternatives Analysis] analysis does not conform to SEQRA.

SEQRA Part 617.9(5)(v) REQUIRES a range of reasonable alternatives to be part of a DEIS.

This Alternatives section of the DEIS mentions a previous proposal for an eight story building. But
conveniently makes no mention of the four story, 153’ building proposed by Savarino Development
in 2006. We are told how wonderful this smaller building is compared to previous designs when in
fact it is more than twice the size of a previous design this DEIS ignores.

We KNOW that a three story alternative is reasonable because we have seen three 3 story mixed use
buildings constructed along Elmwood in the past ten years. We see such new 3 story building under
construction now on Grant Street at Potomac, and Mr. Carmina has designed a very nice 3 story
building on Ellicott Street.
Response: As explained more fully in DEIS § 3 and FEIS § 3, the Applicant’s obligation is to
describe and evaluate “the range of reasonable alternatives to the action that are feasible,
considering the objectives and capabilities of the project sponsor.”

6 N.Y.C.R.R.

617.9(B)(5)(v). The Lead Agency finds that Affinity has met this requirement, as detailed in
FEIS § 3.

Commenter(s): W.37
Comment 9-2: FIRST, as an attorney who has been reviewing DEIS’s for over a quarter-century, I
knew that the DEIS “accepted” as adequate for public review by this board would be remarkably onesided and subjective when I read the following statement in the DEIS Introduction: “The FEAF [Full
Environmental Assessment Form] does not identify any potentially significant environmental impacts
associated with the project that would mandate the preparation of an EIS under SEQRA.” [DEIS, p.
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14] That statement should have been recognized as a “red flag” mandating a critical assessment of the
scope, content, and adequacy of the DEIS prior to its acceptance.
Response: Affinity elected to voluntarily submit a DEIS with its September 7, 2016 site plan
application. The Lead Agency issued a notice of completion of the DEIS based upon its
determination that the DEIS reflected a hard look at all relevant potential impacts associated
with the original five story Project proposal.
Comment 9-3: The stunning contrast between the proposed project and the existing neighborhood and
community character and scale constitutes a “significant adverse environmental impact.” As a result,
this body, as Lead Agency, is obligated under SEQRA to “incorporate as conditions” to any decision
approving the project “mitigative measures” that will avoid or minimize adverse impacts “to the
maximum extent practicable.” [6 NYCRR 617.9(b)(7)] More specifically, SEQRA expressly provides
all lead agencies with the authority to impose substantive conditions upon an action that are deemed
“practicable and reasonably related” to the identified adverse impacts. [6 NYCRR 617.3(b)] In this
instance, that would mean strictly limiting the height, square-footage, and footprint of the proposed
project.
Response: The Lead Agency disagrees that the proposed project represents a “stunning
contrast.” See Lead Agency’s responses to Comments 5-1 through 5-4 and 5-8.
Comment 9-4: SEVENTH, the SEQRA regulations state that a DEIS must include “a description of
the mitigation measures.” [6 NYCRR 617.9(b)(5)(iv)] Given this mandate, it is wholly inadequate for
the DEIS to state that, “A traffic and vehicle access plan will be prepared and used for worker and
delivery access to the Site,” and not provide details of the plan. [DEIS, pp. 11, 53] This is especially
true given the proximity of nearby residences, the busy nature of the Elmwood/Forest intersection, the
existing sparsity of on-street parking, and the admission in the DEIS that, “Large volumes of
construction related vehicles are expected Monday through Friday” during the 18-month construction
period.
Response: See Affinity’s Mitigation Design described in FEIS § 4.2 and FEIS Appendix D. In
the DEIS, mitigation measures and thresholds for construction related impacts were assessed
and determined. Affinity will ensure that all construction related impacts will be within the
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reasonable limits of the City of Buffalo Code and minimized to the practical extent possible.
The Lead Agency does not believe these impacts will place a significantly adverse burden to
the residents of Buffalo during this 18-month construction period.
Comment 9-5: ELEVENTH, the “Alternatives Analysis” in the DEIS [DEIS, pp. 55-56] fails
miserably in complying with either the letter or spirit of the “reasonable alternatives” analysis
mandated by the SEQRA regulations:
617.9 Preparation and content of environmental impact statements
(b) Environmental impact statement content.
…
(5) The format of the draft EIS may be flexible; however, all draft EISs must include the following
elements:
(v) a description and evaluation of the range of reasonable alternatives to the action that are
feasible, considering the objectives and capabilities of the project sponsor. The description and
evaluation of each alternative should be at a level of detail sufficient to permit a comparative
assessment of the alternatives discussed. The range of alternatives must include the no action
alternative. The no action alternative discussion should evaluate the adverse or beneficial site changes
that are likely to occur in the reasonably foreseeable future, in the absence of the proposed action. The
range

of

alternatives

may

alternative: (a) sites; (b) technology; (c) scale

also
or

include,

as

appropriate,

magnitude; (d) design; (e) timing; (f) use;

and (g) types of action. For private project sponsors, any alternative for which no discretionary
approvals are needed may be described. Site alternatives may be limited to parcels owned by, or
under option to, a private project sponsor.
For example, the SEQRA regulations require that, “The description and evaluation of each alternative
should be at a level of detail sufficient to permit a comparative assessment of the alternatives
discussed.” Rather than meet this standard, the DEIS’ “Alternatives Analysis” provides no meaningful
data or detailed evaluation of any kind. Instead we are given clichés about how wonderful the preferred
alternative is. The discussion of the “No Action Alternative” repeats the same misleading assertion
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contained in the DEIS’ discussion of the project’s need and purpose, that is, “that the current structures
do not conform to the existing Elmwood Village Design Standards, due to their significant setback
form the street.” In fact, the EVDS standards only apply to “commercial properties,” and, therefore,
the eight “residential only” properties owned by Chason Affinity are not out-of-compliance.
Additionally, the project sponsor has failed to analyze the types of alternatives which would offer a
meaningful comparison with the proposed action: a significantly shorter building with a substantially
smaller footprint, or an “alternative for which no discretionary approvals are needed” (that is, no
rezoning and no variances).
Response: As explained more fully in DEIS § 3 and FEIS § 3, the Applicant’s obligation is to
describe and evaluate “the range of reasonable alternatives to the action that are feasible,
considering the objectives and capabilities of the project sponsor.”

6 N.Y.C.R.R.

617.9(B)(5)(v). The Lead Agency finds that Affinity has met this requirement, as detailed in
FEIS § 3.
Comment 9-6: (iv) An “Alternatives Analysis” that complies with the requirements of the SEQRA
regulation [6 NYCRR 617.9(b)(5)(v)] by providing a description and evaluation of each
alternative “at a level of detail sufficient to permit a comparative assessment of the alternatives
discussed.” The alternatives described and evaluated, in addition to the “no action” alternative, should
include a significantly shorter building with a substantially smaller footprint, and an alternative for
which no rezoning or variances are needed.
Response: Please see the Lead Agency’s response to Comment 9-5 above.
Comment 9-7: B. Utilize the 45-day period provided by the SEQRA regulations between the close of
the public hearing and the preparation of the Final EIS [6 NYCRR 617.9(a)(5)] to provide meaningful
responses to all substantive comments received regarding the DEIS.
Response: Comment noted.
Comment 9-8: C. If, following issuance of the Final EIS and SEQRA written findings statement, this
board determines that it will approve Chason Affinity’s design and site plan application, fully comply
with a Lead Agency’s obligation under SEQRA to “incorporate as conditions” to any decision
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approving the project “mitigative measures” that will avoid or minimize adverse impacts “to the
maximum extent practicable.” [6 NYCRR 617.9(b)(7)] More specifically, exercise your authority
under SEQRA [6 NYCRR 617.3(b)] to limit the height, square-footage, and footprint of the proposed
project so as to avoid or minimize the project’s adverse impacts on the existing neighborhood and
community character, and the quality of life of the nearby residents.
Response: Comment noted.

Comment 9-9: COMMENT NO. 8: It is impossible for the project sponsor to avoid permanent and
significant adverse impacts to important historic resources unless, as suggested in NYSOP's October
21, 2016 written comments, the developer "change(s) the project considerably and incorporate(s) the
historic buildings into the project." The City Planning Board, as SEQRA Lead Agency, has the
authority to deny the pending design and site plan application unless and until the project sponsor
agrees to such a necessary change in the project. [6 NYCRR 617.3(b), 617.1 l(d)]

Response: The Lead Agency notes that the adaptive reuse concept is not the preferred
alternative for the reasons discussed in FEIS § 3. See also the Lead Agency’s below responses
to comments in Comment Category 12 (Historic Resources). The Lead Agency would also
note that, according to SHPO, “There are no restrictions placed on private owners of
registered properties. Private property owners may sell, alter or dispose of their property as
they wish”.2
Commenter(s): W.9, W.11, W.22, W.23, W.27, W.36

Comment 9-10: The mere fact that Chason started at 8 stories 5 years ago is irrelevant as to whether
THIS proposal meets the legal standard.
Response: Please see the Lead Agency’s response to Comment 9-5 above.

2

https://parks.ny.gov/shpo/national-register/
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Commenter(s): O.11

Comment 9-11: The commenter disagrees with the DEIS stating that there will be no shading effect.
Response: The DEIS did not suggest that there would be “no shading effect” associated with
the five-story Project as originally designed. Rather, the DEIS concluded on page 51 that the
“shadow impacts on adjoin properties will be minimal even under those worst-case
scenarios.” Since the Mitigation Design described in FEIS § 4.2 has removed an entire story,
shadow impacts will be further reduced and will not have any significant adverse
environmental impacts.

Comment 9-12: What does ample green space as a result of the Project mean? Is it 15 by 15 square
feet? Actually, what they're doing is removing 12 green lawns and they're putting some new lawns on
the upper floors of their building so that pedestrians and people in the neighborhood don't see it at all.

Response: The Mitigation Design described in FEIS § 4.2 is subject to and conforms with
applicable lot coverage minimums as described more fully in FEIS Appendix D. FEIS
Appendix D includes, among other things, a landscaping plan as required by UDO § 7.1. The
Mitigation Design will also contain storm water retention elements including, among other
things, an in-ground stormwater system along the eastern portion of the Site. Rainwater from
the site will be diverted to an onsite underground cistern, which will retain building runoff,
for the purpose of onsite irrigation, with mitigated discharge into the street storm system. The
Mitigation Design will also have considerably less impervious area directly drainage into
storm system than current conditions at the Site.
2.10 Comment Category #10 – Consistency with Local Planning Documents
Commenter(s): W.37
Comment 10-1: THIRTHENTH, despite efforts in the DEIS to cherry-pick “smart growth”
terminology and to ignore goals and principles that weigh against Chason Affinity’s plans, a close
look at the City of Buffalo’s Comprehensive Plan – known as “Queen City in the 21st Century” –
reveals significant inconsistencies between the proposed “1111 Elmwood” project and Buffalo’s
comprehensive plan. Here are several examples:
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(a) The DEIS disregards a truism recognized by the Comprehensive Plan: “Conditions in Buffalo
neighborhoods vary widely”:
“… Some are in good shape, attractive as living environments, and competitive as housing markets.
Some are in desperate condition, with many dilapidated structures, high vacancy rates, low homeownership rates, and a proliferation of vacant lots. The rest are somewhere in between…” [Comp
Plan, p. 85]
The use of “demolition, rehabilitation and new construction to manage housing stock” is the approach
the Comprehensive Plan envisions for neighborhoods in desperate condition. It is not what is proposed
for the southeast corner of Elmwood and Forest avenues. While portions of Elmwood Ave. – for
example, south of Summer Street – may require revitalization, the planning process utilized by the
City of Buffalo in preparing the Comprehensive Plan concluded that the entire east side of Elmwood
Ave., extending from the Scajaquada (Route 98) south to W. Utica, only requires actions necessary to
“reinforce” the existing conditions, not to “revitalize” or “rebuild” the neighborhood. Not
surprisingly, Elmwood Avenue is characterized as a “flourishing mixed-use commercial corridor with
small specialty shops and boutiques, unique restaurants, bars and coffee houses,” and “one of the key
communities for marketing the City of Buffalo to the region.” [Attached hereto as Exhibit E is a twopage excerpt from the Draft Comprehensive Plan regarding the “Elmwood Planning
Community.”] [Click here: elmwood-draft-comprehensive-plan.]
(b) As the quote found at p. 23 of the DEIS indicates, the concept of “infill development” is meant as
an approach for “reclaiming marginal and abandoned areas.” Demolishing 12 century-old buildings
that reflect the history of a neighborhood, and replacing them with a huge structure different in
character and scale from its surroundings, is neither “infill development,” nor smart growth.
(c) Chason Affinity’s proposed project violates two guiding principles “specific to the design of good
neighborhoods” expressed in the Comprehensive Plan: “Individual architectural projects should be
seamlessly linked to their surroundings.” And, “Architecture and landscape design should grow from
local climate, topography, history, and building practice.” [Comp Plan, p. 97, 98] The project
sponsor’s preferred alternative does neither.
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(d) Chason Affinity’s plan to demolish a dozen structures – despite their contributions to the newly
recognized Elmwood Village Historic District (East) – violates another principle “specific to the
design of good neighborhoods” identified in the Comprehensive Plan: “Preservation and renewal of
historic buildings, districts, and landscapes affirm the continuity and evolution of urban
society.” [Comp Plan, p. 98] According to the Comprehensive Plan, preservation of the city’s historic
resources – including historic districts – is important for a variety of reasons: it helps sustain the “web
of urbanism”; it supports the community’s economic development goals by attracting tourists; and, it
contributes to the quality of life that draws people and capital. [Id.]
(e) The Comprehensive Plan specifically calls for “a moratorium on demolitions other than those
necessary for the preservation of public health.” [Comp Plan, p. 100]
(f) The density Chason Affinity proposes for its project – 45 to 50 units on a 1.1-acre site – far exceeds
the densities envisioned in Buffalo’s Comprehensive Plan. [Comp Plan, p. 106] For example:
* A “mixed-use neighborhood commercial” district would allow mixed residential use with 8 to 16
units per acre, with accessory ground floor non-residential development.
* A “mixed use downtown district (outside of the Central Business District) would allow mixed
residential use with 16 to 24 units per acre, with non-residential development.
* Only “mixed use downtown Central Business District” would allow residential use with 24 units or
more per acre.
Response: The Lead Agency finds that the UDO is intended to implement the goals, objectives
and policies of Buffalo Comprehensive Plan. The Mitigation Design is subject to current UDO
requirements, as explained more fully in the Lead Agency’s responses to comments 6-1, 6-3
and 6-8 above.

The Lead Agency finds that the Mitigation Design respects the character of adjoining
properties and is consistent with the eclectic nature of the Elmwood Village. Please see the
Lead Agency’s responses to Comments 5-1 through 5-4 and 5-8 above.
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The Comprehensive Plan identifies housing development as one of Buffalo’s “key principles
for guiding investment”, encouraging the use of “demolition, rehabilitation, and new
construction to manage the housing stock to meet the needs” of the City’s population. Buffalo
Comprehensive Plan, page 1. It also encourages “mixed-use development." Buffalo
Comprehensive Plan, page 17. Further, the Comprehensive plan aims to increase residential
density, which the Project would help to achieve. “The Queen City Hub plan calls for
increased residential density through new housing construction and office-to-housing
conversions. In other parts of the city, especially around concentrations of employment,
commercial areas, and major arterials, densities should be protected or increased.” Buffalo
Comprehensive Plan, page 28.

This Mitigation Design is consistent with the above goals in a manner that will not have an
adverse impact on properties reported to have unique historical significance. See also the
Lead Agency’s below responses to Comment Category #12 (Historic Resources).
2.11 Comment Category #11 – Neighborhood Affordability

Commenter(s): W.2, W.7, W.32, W.13, O.13

Comment 11-1: The Project will create the loss of affordable housing and increase in rental rates in
the neighborhood that serves the student population and general public.

Response: Affinity has advised that the existing structures at the site contain apartments that
are rented on a month-to-month basis, mostly to college students. There is a growing
abundance of student housing in close proximity to the site and the nearby Buffalo State
campus. The Mitigation Design is intended to add additional stability to the neighborhood
and increased density to support local merchants and service providers.
Comment 11-2: For the last point, housing inequality, I’ll refer to a letter to the editor I published
back in 2014 before you approved 905 Elmwood. I write, “Higher rents (starting at $1800 per unit)
serve to increase property values, but not quality of life, nor access to decent housing. In the same
census tract, 100% of the 262 apartments available in 2012, rented for less than $2000 and 87% of
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apartments rented for less than $1500 per month (Data from the American Community Survey).
Although there is nothing wrong with people who can pay $1800 a month for rent in Buffalo, there
certainly is something wrong with a shrinking pool of rentals that are actually affordable for 87% of
the population. (see http://artvoice.com/issues/v13n34/letters_to_artvoice.html)
Developers would have us believe there are untapped renters with rising incomes available for “market
rate” housing. This does not square with reality. The Pew Research Center recently reported that "after
adjusting for inflation, today’s average hourly wage has just about the same purchasing power as it
did in 1979”.
Response: Please the Lead Agency’s response to Comment 11-1 above.

Commenter(s): W.43

Comment 11-3: Request that the requirement for affordable housing being part of the project to be
enforced.
Response: Please the Lead Agency’s response to Comment 11-1 above. Currently, there are
no specific affordable housing requirements applicable to the Project.
2.12 Comment Category #11 – Historic Resources

Commenter(s): W.5, W.17, W.59

Comment 12-1: The structures on the Project Site are architecturally significant and should not be
demolished.
Response: Please see the Lead Agency’s response to Comment 12-11 below. In addition,
according to the Elmwood Historic District – East Nomination Document, eleven of the twelve
structures on site are listed as “contributing” to the district due to their architectural
properties, such as double frame hung windows, roof decks, and 2nd story hexagonal bays. It
can be stated that these architectural features are not special or unique to the Elmwood
Historic Districts (both East and West) and are, in fact, prevalent in the City of Buffalo. To
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name just a few examples, see 65-71 Livingston Street and 29-39 Putnam Street, which contain
features substantially similar to those which formed the basis for “contributing property”
status for the Elmwood East or West Historic Districts (i.e. 2nd story hexagonal bay windows,
roof decks, and double frame windows):

71, 69, 65 Livingston Street, Buffalo, NY

39, 35, 33, and 29 Putnam Street, Buffalo, NY
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Commenter(s): W.13, W.32

Comment 12-2: The Project Site was first intended by Frederic Law Olmstead to be a threshold
gateway to introduce the beginning of the Elmwood Village.

Response: The Lead Agency finds no documented historical basis for this conclusion. The
Lead Agency understands that Buffalo’s Olmsted Parks System was created by Frederick Law
Olmsted and Calvert Vaux in approximately 1868, well before the Elmwood Village was
identified as a small neighborhood in the City of Buffalo.

Commenter(s): W.26, W.37

Comment 12-3: The DEIS was accepted complete despite the absence of the October 21, 2016
written letter submitted by the NYS Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation.
“That [with Nadine Marrero] correspondence contained the following statement which
must be fully addressed as part of the SEQRA environmental review process:

The project involves the demolition of eleven contributing buildings to the National
Register listed Elmwood Historic District (East). Additionally, the large condominium
building, which is proposed to take the place of the contributing properties, will be visible
from the National Historic Landmark Buffalo State Hospital and the National Register
listed Elmwood Historic District (West). We recommend that these impacts to important
historic resources be considered in your review. An alternatives analysis could be
requested. This would include finding another site for the project. Another possibility is for
the developer to change the project considerably and incorporate the historic buildings
into the project”.

Response: While the October 21, 2016 letter from NYS Parks, Recreation and Historic
Preservation was not specifically mentioned in the DEIS, the agency’s concerns were
addressed and discussed. Impacts to historic resources were specifically discussed in DEIS §
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2.3. Please also see the Lead Agency’s response to Comment 12-11 below regarding visual
impacts in the context of the Elmwood Historic District (East and West).

Likewise, the Visual Assessment in the DEIS included photos of the Site from the perspective
of Buffalo State Hospital, Delaware Park and Forest Lawn Cemetery. As evidenced in this
assessment, the Project is not visible from these resources.

See also the alternatives analyses set forth in DEIS § 3.0 and FEIS § 3.0. For the reasons
detailed in FEIS § 3.0, the adaptive reuse alternative is not the preferred alternative.

Commenter(s): W.26, W.32, W.37, O.13

Comment 12-4: The DEIS fails to provide a full careful and objective analysis of the adverse impacts
on the Elmwood Historic District – East. The demolition of the current contributing structures will
harm the Elmwood Historic District – East.
“COMMENT NO. 2: Despite NYSOP's request, the DEIS fails to provide a careful and
objective analysis of

the proposed action's adverse impacts on the Elmwood Historic

District (East) as a result of

the proposed demolition of eleven contributing buildings.

Whether intentional or not, the DEIS fails to grasp and address the meaning and significance
of the "historic district" designation, and the reasons why both the NYS Office of Historic
Preservation and the National Park Service concurred in the entry of the Elmwood Historic
District (East) in the National Register. That failure is epitomized by the assertion at page
15 of the DEIS: "None of these structures have [sic] any reported historical or architectural
significance."
Response: Please see the Lead Agency’s response to comment 12-3 above. The Lead Agency
also notes that, by letter of November 16, 2015, Affinity objected to inclusion of its property in
the Elmwood Historic District West. In this regard, according to SHPO’s website, “[t]here
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are no restrictions placed on private owners of registered properties. Private property owners
may sell, alter or dispose of their property as they wish”.3

Commenters(s): W.32, W.37, O.13

Comment 12-5: The DEIS identifies the Olmstead Park System as the only historic resource within
the area. “The Elmwood Village is one of the largest State and National Historic Districts in the
country with over 5,000 buildings”.

Response: The DEIS identifies both of the Elmwood Village Historic Districts (East and West),
the Buffalo State Hospital, Forest Lawn Cemetery and Delaware Park – Front Park system as
surrounding historic resources on Page 32.

Commenter(s): W.37

Comment 12-6: The uniform setback and characteristics of a two- and two-and-a-half story structures
will be destroyed. “As expressed at Section 7, page 6, of the Elmwood East's National Register of
Historic Places Registration Form:

C. STREETS ... Although the lot depth may vary for the lots in the nominated district, and even lot
street width to some extent, there is an overall regularity to the spacing of houses in the Elmwood
Historic District (East). Houses are of similar size and scale, generally two or two-and-a-half stories
in height, with an overall standard setback from the street”.
Response: Please see the Lead Agency’s response to Comment 6-10 above.
Comment 12-7: EIGHTH, in an attempt to minimize the historic significance of the dozen primary
structures proposed for demolition by Affinity – despite their contributions to the newly recognized
Elmwood Village Historic District (East) – the author of the DEIS has the nerve to make the following
assertions: “some have been affected by the removal of porches and other building alterations,” and

3

https://parks.ny.gov/shpo/national-register/
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“the Project is expected to enhance the appearance of the existing deteriorating buildings at the
corner of Elmwood and Forest Avenues.” What makes these statements so brazen are the following
facts: Affinity has owned all but one of these properties (1091 Elmwood) since 2009, and has
continued collecting rents from retail and residential tenants throughout much of this period. It is
Affinity that is responsible for the current condition of the buildings they want to demolish. Also, as
these before-and-after photos (taken subsequent to Chason Affinity’s purchase of the properties,
and prior to the property’s inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places) reflect, it was Affinity
that decided to remove – rather than repair – the porches at 1113 Elmwood Avenue:

It may be inconvenient for the project sponsor, but this board, as the SEQRA Lead Agency, must keep
firmly in mind the words contained in the two April 25, 2016 letters sent to Chason Affinity by the
State’s Deputy Commissioner for Historic Preservation, Ruth L. Pierpont (included in Appendix D of
the DEIS) regarding ten properties the project sponsor would like to demolish on and near the corner
of Elmwood and Forest avenues: “… [T]he National Register [of Historic Places] is the nation’s
official list of properties worthy of preservation. Listing on the National Register recognizes the
importance of these properties to the history of our country…” The Deputy Commissioner’s statement
is in stark contrast to the false assertion at page 15 of the DEIS: “None of these structures have any
reported historical or architectural significance.”
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Response: Prior to Affinity’s acquisition of the parcels comprising the Site in 2008-2009, most
of the properties had been owned by Hans Mobius for approximately 30 years. As a result of
inattention to the properties during that 30-year period, the condition of the buildings had
already significantly deteriorated. Affinity has advised that, following its acquisition of the
properties, Affinity undertook various efforts to stabilize the buildings, address health and
safety issues and performed numerous roof and other repairs.

Comment 12-8: COMMENT NO. 3 (12/13/2016): The demolition of twelve adjacent structures, and
replacement with a monolithic building out-of-scale and character with the surrounding neighborhood,
would have a permanent and significant adverse impact on the very features of the Elmwood Historic
District (East) that made it worthy of listing on the National Register of Historic Places: "Elmwood
East is highly intact, with very few non-contributing resources, and retains the majority of its
significant, character defining qualities. " Here are the primary reasons, as expressed at Section 7,
pages 1, 3 and 25-26, and Section 8, p. 133, respectively, of the Elmwood East's National Register of
Historic Places Registration Form, 1 why the proposed demolitions would have a devastating impact
on historic resources:

A. OVERVIEW ... Elmwood East is highly intact, with very few non-contributing resources, and
retains the majority of its significant, character defining qualities. These key characteristics include
its architecture, spatial organization, circulation patterns, density, setbacks from the street, and
landscape features. Together they represent Buffalo's turn of the last century zenith.

B. RESOURCES ... Unlike many other neighborhoods in the city of Buffalo, the Elmwood Historic
District (East) has suffered very few demolitions and is highly intact, both in the plan and
configuration of its streets and also in the integrity of individual buildings.... There are few vacant
lots or demolitions in the nominated district, and the vast majority of buildings in the neighborhood
date to the period of significance.

C. NON-CONTRIBUTING ELEMENTS AND INTEGRITY ASSESSMENT There are
relatively few non-contributing resources located in the Elmwood Historic District, as the district
retains a high level of architectural, urban, and landscape integrity. Approximately 96% of the
resources in the Elmwood Historic District (East) contribute to the character and significance of the
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district. . .. The Elmwood Historic District (East) reflects a high level of integrity both to its
architectural components and also its urban plan. The area's historic layout and setbacks from the
street have been maintained, along with the bulk of the historic building stock. While streets have been
paved with asphalt paving, and some have been widened, these are typical improvements that occur
in most communities, and do not distract from the overall character and integrity of the nominated
district. Non-contributing resources comprise a small proportion of resources in the Elmwood
Historic District (East), and their presence does not detract from the overall integrity of the district.
The Elmwood Historic District (East) retains a high level of integrity to its residential areas and
commercial corridor, reflecting its history as an early streetcar suburb in the city of Buffalo.

D. CONCLUSION The Elmwood Historic District is significant under Criterion C for its excellent,
intact collection of turn of the twentieth century architecture and also under Criterion A as an intact,
early streetcar suburb in the city of Buffalo. The Elmwood Historic District was one of Buffalo's
earliest streetcar suburbs, growing within Frederick Law Olmsted's parks and parkways system and
linked to the urban center of the city via a streetcar line on Elmwood Avenue beginning in 1889. While
some houses had been constructed in the 1860s and 1870s, the vast majority of properties were built
in a relatively short period of time between the 1890s and the 1910s. Whether architect designed or
constructed from a builder's catalog, the vast majority of individual properties retain a distinctive
high level of architectural quality and integrity, reflecting common architectural styles from the late
1800s and early 1900s and into the mid• twentieth century. Overall, the historic district maintains a
high level of integrity in its design, plan, streets, and overall landscape, reflecting few minor changes
to bring the area up to modern residential standards.
Response: Please see the Lead Agency’s responses to Comments 12-1 and 12-11.

Comment 12-9: COMMENT NO. 5 (12/13/16): Neither the project's consultant, nor the Penhurst
Park resident who characterized Chason Affinity's Elmwood/ Forest avenue buildings as
"unremarkable," appears to grasp an important and notable function of the Elmwood East and West
historic districts. It is the collective history of the district's structures, not the fame of the individual
architect or individual distinction of a particular building, which provides its primary significance:
"Much of the district's architecture and planning represents the first era of street-car suburbanization
in Buffalo, which occurred in the golden age of economic and population growth following the Civil
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War." [See the description of Elmwood Historic District (East) at the National Park Service's website.]
As is addressed in detail at Section 7, page 19 of the Elmwood East registration form:

ARCHITECTURE - The growth of the Elmwood Historic District occurred very rapidly, with the
bulk of buildings being constructed between the 1890s and the 1910s. Given this relatively short
development period, there is a great deal of cohesiveness in the vocabulary of architectural styles,
materials, sizes and features present in the district. However, despite this overall harmony, most of
the buildings in the nominated district are individually articulated and detailed, giving each one a
unique character and personality which adds to the overall richness of the Elmwood Historic District.
Whether architect-designed or built by a local builder or developer, the vast majority of buildings
reflect common American architectural trends around the turn of the century. While a few excellent
examples of earlier vernacular houses still remain as the earliest types of buildings present in the
Elmwood Historic District, the bulk of the residential building stock in the district is comprised of
examples of Queen Anne, Shingle Style, Colonial Revival, Tudor Revival, and Craftsman styles.
Common elements shared by these styles are elevated front porches with stair, regular fenestration
typically in the form of double• hung wood frame windows, chimneys and other features. Residential
architecture types include individual freestanding houses (originally designed for one family but now
sometimes divided internally into apartments), and multiple family dwellings which-include duplexes
and flats ...
Response: Please see the Lead Agency’s responses to Comments 12-1 and 12-11.

Comment 12-10: COMMENT NO. 6 (12/13/16): Elimination of the "streetscape feature" emblematic
of the Elmwood Historic District (East)- "houses set back on grassy lots and front yards" - would have
a significant and adverse impact on the aesthetics and character of the so-called "gateway to the
Elmwood Village." It would result in a similar impact to the integrity of Elmwood East as a whole,
and, as recognized in NYSOP's October 21, 2016 written comments, on the views of the project site
from Elmwood West, and from the grounds of the National Historic Landmark Buffalo State Hospital.
Here is the description of this important "streetscape feature" found in the Elmwood East registration
form:
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LANDSCAPE FEATURES The Elmwood Historic District is typical of a streetcar suburb from the
turn of the twentieth century in that its streetscape features houses set back on grassy lots and front
yards, sidewalks, trees near the streets, and some residential fences. Sidewalks in the district are
generally historic concrete, with brass tags imbedded with a range of makers' marks.... Unlike
Elmwood (West) many residences in Elmwood (East) are paired with driveways and garages, as
development largely coincided with the prevalence of the automobile. In some instances, these
features were added later, utilizing a pre-existing side yard. Some homeowners have paved pads in
the front yards of their houses, to provide some off-street parking as well... . [See Elmwood East's
National Register of Historic Places Registration Form, Section 7, pp. 20-21.]

As reflected in the following photographs (each taken a number of years after Chason Affinity
purchased all-but-one of the parcels comprising the site of the proposed project)- two of the Elmwood
Ave. properties owned by the project sponsor, and one of the block of Forest Ave. where Chason
Affinity's wants to demolish a pair of two- family residences - setbacks and grassy front lawns remain
a prevalent streetscape feature in and adjacent to Elmwood East:
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Similarly, here are photos of the east and west side of Elmwood looking south from Bird Ave., and
the east side of Elmwood north of Forest Ave., showing existing setbacks and front lawns:
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Response: Please see the Lead Agency’s responses to Comments 6-10, 12-1 and 12-11.

Commenter(s): W.40 (SHPO)

Comment 12-11: First, let me restate that the project is located within the boundary of the Elmwood
(East) Historic District and is substantially contiguous to the Elmwood (West) Historic District. Both
areas are listed in the New York State and National Registers of Historic Places.

Regarding these historic districts, our office cannot agree with the statement found in the DEIS, which
states: “Although 12 buildings on the Site are listed as “contributing” to the historic district, none are
reported to be associated with a significant historical or cultural event, architect or person or possess
unique

or

innovative

architectural

features

or

elements”.

(DEIS,

pg.

6)

As defined by the National Park Service: “A district derives its importance from being a unified entity,
even though it is often composed of a wide variety of resources. The identity of a district results from
the interrelationship of its resources, which can convey a visual sense of the overall historic
environment or be an arrangement of historically or functionally related properties.”(NPS Bulletin 15,
Pg. 5) The involved historic districts derive their primary significance from being highly intact
collections of interrelated buildings not as individually resources. As such, these resources cannot be
evaluated individually or in isolation.
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Next, the location of this activity within and adjacent to National Register properties is a Type I action
under SEQRA and should require a more thorough analysis of potential impacts to these resources.
While SEQRA does not establish specific types of impacts to historic properties we generally base
our substantive comments on the guidance provided by Section 14.09 of New York State Parks,
Recreation and Historic Preservation Law and its associated regulations (9 NYCRR Part 428).

Impacts that may adversely affect historic resources are defined generally by these regulations as those
that 1) destroy or alter all or part of a historic resource, 2) isolate or alter a history property’s
environment, or 3) introduce visual, audible or atmospheric elements which are out of character with
the historic property or alter its setting. (9 NYCRR Part 428.7(a))

Using these regulations as guidance the demolition of 12 contributing buildings in the National
Register district will adversely impact the district. Furthermore, the monumental scale of the new
complex will dwarf the surrounding areas, which are composed primarily of two and three-story
residential and commercial buildings. The project eliminates the rhythm of the existing streetscape
and introduces new construction that will impose, in our opinion, visual impacts that will clearly and
demonstrably alter the setting and environment of both Elmwood historic districts.

The DEIS notes that the demolition of the historic buildings and their replacement with the new mixed
use development will “improve the visual environment” of the area. Our office would disagree with
this statement. We found that the height and quasi-super block nature of the new construction
significantly and negatively alters the character of the surrounding historic districts.

A review of Section 2.3 (Historic, Archaeological and Cultural Resources) of the DEIS does not
appear to provide a prerequisite “hard look” at the actual impacts to affected historic resources. For
the reasons previously noted, our office cannot agree with the analysis in this section that states: “In
any event the Project is expected to enhance the appearance of the existing deteriorating buildings at
the corner of Elmwood and Forest Avenues, and therefore result in a beneficial impact to the
surrounding land uses and character of the area.” (DEIS, pg. 34)

The analysis found in section 2.4 of the DEIS would also appear to support the potential impacts that
the project may have. The tables presented in this section note the tallest height of the surrounding
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buildings to be two and one-half stories with a maximum individual size (commercial property) of
12,510 square feet. (DEIS, Tables 5, 6 & 7) This is in marked contrast to the proposed five-story,
166,000 square foot building to be placed in this neighborhood.
We believe that our agency’s comments are consistent with those of the Lead Agency’s Positive
Declaration. In that document the city’s Office of Strategic Planning noted that this action has the
potential to “result in substantial impact on the neighborhood character.” We agree that in scale, design
and visual qualities the proposed new development will have negative impacts on the surrounding
historic resources.

Response: The New York State Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation, Division
of Historic Preservation (SHPO) submitted the above comments in its role as an "interested
agency" based on the criteria found in § 14.09 of the Historic Preservation Law (HPL) and its
implementing regulations (9 NYCRR §428.7). The Lead Agency notes that these criteria
legally apply only to "State agency activities affecting historic or cultural property" (HPL
§14.09), which is not applicable to the Mitigation Design. Although the Lead Agency has
given careful consideration to SHPO’s advisory comments, SHPO's comments are advisory in
nature only, and the Lead Agency ultimately is responsible for assessing potential adverse
impacts of the Mitigation Design, if any, on historic resources, including the Elmwood (East)
Historic District, Elmwood (West) Historic District, and the Buffalo State Hospital National
Historic Landmark.
Regarding SHPO's comment that the Project is a Type I action under SEQRA, requiring “a
more thorough analysis of the potential impacts" on the historic resources (without specifying
what the "more thorough" analysis should entail), the Lead Agency responds that Affinity
voluntarily offered to have the Project (and the down-scaled Mitigation Design described in
FEIS § 4.2) subject to a full Environmental Impact Statement review, which is the highest level
of review available under SEQRA. In this regard, the DEIS did, in fact, carefully evaluate the
potential impacts on historic resources in § 2.3.

With respect to the substance of SHPO's comments, although the agency notes that impacts on
an historic district must be evaluated by examining the district (or districts) as "unified
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entities" and that structures "cannot be evaluated individually or in isolation," SHPO's
comments themselves are based on a very narrow, selective characterization of the overall
historic district(s) at issue. SHPO does not challenge the DEIS's conclusion that the structures
proposed to be demolished lack any particular architectural or historic significance. Rather,
SHPO opines that the proposed demolition of these structures will necessarily disrupt the
historic fabric of the Elmwood (East) Historic District and that the scale of the proposed new
building will "dwarf the surrounding areas, which are composed primarily of two and threestory residential and commercial buildings."
SHPO’s comments ignore the fact that the combined Elmwood Historic Districts encompass
a very large geographic area with a lengthy period of historic significance (98 years) and are
thus characterized by an "eclectic architectural vocabulary" (see Elmwood Historic District
(East) National Register of Historic Places Registration Form at p. 19). See also detailed
response to Comment 5-8 above and accompanying photographs.

Consequently, SHPO's assertions that a larger scale mixed use structure located at the Project
Site will "eliminate the rhythm of the existing streetscape and introduce new construction that
will impose, in our opinion, visual impacts that will clearly and demonstrably alter the setting
and environment of both Elmwood historic districts," and "significantly and negatively alter
the character of the surrounding historic districts" are not well founded, as they ignore the
extent of architectural and land use diversity that exists within those districts. This statement
that the replacement of 12 buildings will adverstly impact the entire district is not
substantiated.

Lastly, SHPO's disagreement, without elaboration, that the Project will "enhance the
appearance of the existing deteriorating buildings at the corner of Elmwood and Forest
Avenues, and therefore result in a beneficial impact to the surrounding land uses and
character of the area," is completely subjective. To the extent that SHPO's comments are focus
on Affinity’s proposed building design, the Lead Agency is the agency most suited to making
such determinations.
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Commenter(s): W.42
Comment 12-12: The Project design is incompatible with the adjacent National Historic Landmark –
designated Buffalo Psychiatric Center that was designed as a park-like home for an asylum by H.H.
Richardson and Frederick Law Olmstead.

There are time-tested criteria for judging the fit and compatibility of new buildings in historic districts,
the nearly 40-year-old Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Preservation Planning, Standards for
the Treatment of Historic Properties, and Standards for Rehabilitation...Their general principal may
be said to be, “First, do not harm”. More specifically, ‘They promote historic preservation best
practices that will help to protect our nation’s irreplaceable cultural resources”.
The Planning Board should consult the Buffalo Preservation Board, the City’s expert and experienced
resource for the appropriateness of a newly designed building in a historic district. This board is also
a suitable forum for the developer to come to a consensus with our community on a design that will
fit the historic context and the developer’s criteria. A better project will result.

For now, the Planning Board should reject the current application for this project because it involves
the demolition of buildings listed on the National Register of Historic Places, without a design
improvement proposed in their specific place, and because the proposed design is incompatible with
the adjacent National Historic Landmark Buffalo Psychiatric Center and within its Elmwood Historic
District neighborhood overall.
Response: Please see the Lead Agency’s responses to Comments 12-1 and 12-11; the
Supplemental Alternatives Analysis in FEIS § 3.0, and the Mitigation Design described in
FEIS § 4.2 and FEIS Appendix D. The Lead Agency disagrees with deferring discussion to a
board without purview over a projectand that this project will imperil the Richardson
Complex.
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Commenter(s): O.2, O.18

Comment 12-13: The Project rips apart the urban fabric by demolishing 10 structures that have all
been recently listed on the National Register of Historic Places. The developer believes these
structures have no meaning historically.

Response:

Please see the Lead Agency’s responses to Comments 12-1 and 12-11; the

Supplemental Alternatives Analysis in FEIS § 3.0, and the Mitigation Design described in FEIS
§ 4.2 and FEIS Appendix D.
2.13 Comment Category #13 – Miscellaneous

Commenter(s): W.13, W.35, O.10

Comment 13-1: The Project should be built in a different location than the one proposed.

Response: Please see the DEIS § 3 and FEIS § 3.0. SEQRA requires an EIS to describe and
evaluate "the range of reasonable alternatives to the action that are feasible, considering the
objectives and capabilities of the Project sponsor." According to NYSDEC, site alternatives
should be limited to parcels owned by, or under option to, a private applicant. To demand
otherwise would place an unreasonable burden on most applicants to commit to the control of
sites which they do not otherwise have under option or ownership. The SEQR Handbook (3rd
Edition, 2010), at pg. 6.
Caselaw is consistent with the SEQR Handbook on this point. “[P]rivate developers are
limited in their choice of alternative sites by their own economic resources, real estate market
trends and the sites actually available for purchase” and assertions that a private developer
must consider other development sites which are outside their control are not supported by
caselaw, statute, or regulation. Town of Dryden v. Tompkins County Bd. of Representatives,
157 A.D.2d 316, 321 (N.Y. App. Div. 3d Dep't 1990).
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“Private developers are limited in their choice of alternative sites. Their selection will be
dictated by their own economic resources, by the prevailing trends in the real estate market,
and, very simply, by what suitable sites are actually available for acquisition. … It would be
unrealistic, and, indeed, onerous to impose upon private developers the obligation to acquire
alternative sites or options to purchase them and then submit all the sites to the Lead Agency
for review and selection. Horn v. International Business Machines Corp., 110 A.D.2d 87, 95
(N.Y. App. Div. 2d Dep't 1985) (citing Webster Assoc. v Town of Webster, 112 Misc 2d 396,
410-411, affd 85 AD2d 882, revd on other grounds 59 NY2d 220).

Commenter(s): W.38

Comment 13-2: There is consensus among Elmwood Village residents, merchants, and visitors that
the proposed project represents a vast improvement to this section of Elmwood Avenue, and all groups
are committed to ensuring any project is the best it can be.

Response: Comment noted.

Commenter(s): W.38

Comment 13-3: In summary, we acknowledge the efforts of Chason Affinity and their affiliates to
receive feedback through public sessions, meetings with the EVA Design Committee, and other
comment collection systems. For example, legitimate considerations have been made over time to
mitigate the effects on Granger Place residents, including a reduction in total size by 40%, (40 condos
are now planned, down from 57 originally). The EVA recommends the continuation of this
transparency to create a successful gateway for the Elmwood Village, and we recognize our shared
role in promoting public information and facilitating civic participation

Response: Comment noted.
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Commenter(s): O.12

Comment 13-4: Understands this process is to look at one project at a time; however, believes that
the context of all projects in the area should be considered as a whole.

Response: DEIS § 4.0 includes a cumulative impact assessment which conservatively assumed,
for illustrative purposes, the construction of ten comparable 50-unit condominiums (rendered
even more conservative based on the current 40-unit Mitigation Design described in FEIS
4.2). In addition, the cumulative impacts assessment considered anticipated Hotel Henry
development. The DEIS concluded that the Project (even at the former 5- unit level), would
result in minor increases in density that are well below historical density levels and consistent
with the goals of the City Comprehensive Plan and UDO to help reverse population decline.

Commenter(s): O.20
Comment 13-5: Requests a schematic drawing from the visual viewpoint of Cole’s Restaurant to
visualize the entire massing of the building.

Response: See FEIS Appendix D, Exhibit C (Elevations and Color Renderings).

Commenter(s): O.4

Comment 13-6: Also, when you presented the Granger Place depiction on your chart, I was wondering
if that was all the way up to Bird Street, because like four properties were missing on your depiction.
Was that all the way to Bird Street? So it kind of makes it look like the scale is smaller as compared
to your structure. That's my interpretation anyway. I could be wrong.

Response: The figure presented in DEIS Figure 1-5C displays an aerial view of the backyard
roof terraces. This rendering does not extend to the properties on Bird Avenue. A visual
depiction of the Project from the viewpoint of Bird Street would not be possible due to the
large distance between those properties and the Project Site.
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Commenter(s): O.8

Comment 13-7: Will there be a feasibility study made available to the public concerning real estate
projections?

Response: SEQRA does not require a private applicant to conduct a feasibility study, or to
assess impacts of an economic nature.

Commenter(s): W.4, W.33, W.34, W.35, W.53, O.4, O.15, O.20

Comment 13-8: Approving this type of development and Project will open the door to other developers
to propose buildings of similar scale. Approval of this Project will set a bad precedent for the newly
adopted Green Code.

Response: As discussed more fully in response to Comment 6-1 above, the area variances such
as required by the Mitigation Design are the subject of case-by-case determinations of the
zoning boards of appeals based upon the specific facts and circumstances of a given project.
Because of this, an area variance determination is not binding with respect to other unrelated
projects.
Other factors that serve to differentiate Affinity’s proposed project include, but are not
necessarily limited to, the fact that it has received support from numerous landowners in close
proximity to the Site; the Site is situated in a unique and important area of transition between
the Elmwood Village and numerous larger scale cultural, educational and other institutions
near the Site; none of the existing buildings at the Site on Elmwood Avenue would be
permissible building types under the UDO in the N-2C District; and the Mitigation Deisgn
provides a generous buffer from adjoining residential properties on Granger Place in excess
of UDO setback requirements.
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Commenter(s): O.21

Comment 13-9: The Planning Board is legally required to be compliant on the current code. If there
are variances under consideration and other commentary we need clarification on, that should be
provided at the end of the December 19th commentary period.
Response: See the Lead Agency’s response to Comment 6-1 and 13-8.

Commenter(s): O.14

Comment 13-10: Commenter was not circulated the survey conducted by the Applicant. Thinks the
survey should have gone out to the block club leaders in the neighborhood.

Response: This comment is outside SEQRA.

Commenter(s): O.4

Comment 13-11: Concern with blasting as part of the construction of this Project. Does not believe
blasting is necessary to construct the underground garage. Also concerned about the possible structural
damage that may be caused to nearby structures.

Response: As stated in the DEIS on page 42, although the construction for the underground
parking level will require the excavation of approximately 18,000 to 20,000 cubic yards on
the Site, “[n]o blasting will be required to construct the Project.” Additionally, measures and
precaution will be taken to ensure that the Mitigation Design does not interfere with the
structural integrity of the surrounding structures.

Commenter(s): W.26, W.28, W.44, W.45, W.46, W.47, W.48, W.49, W.50, W.51, W.55, W.56,
W.57, W.62, W.64, W.65, W.67,

Comment 13-12: The Project warrants a full Environmental Impact Statement.
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Response: Affinity voluntarily submitted a DEIS with its site plan application. The SEQRA
process will lead to the Lead Agency’s issuance of a Notice of Completion of FEIS and SEQRA
Findings before final determinations on any discretionary City of Buffalo approvals may be
rendered.

Commenter(s): W.45

Comment 13-13: The Project involves the excavation of over 48,600 cubic yards of subsurface
material.
Response: Please see the Lead Agency’s response to comment 13-11 above.

Commenter(s): W.46

Comment 13-14: Commenter requests at least two public hearings to be scheduled to allow maximum
public input, ideally in early to mid-December.

Response: Comment noted.

Commenter(s): W.47, W.60

Comment 13-15: There should be a moratorium on demolition.

Response: The Lead Agency responds that a moratorium on building demolition is outside the
scope and purposed of this FEIS.

Commenter(s): W.47

Comment 13-16: Do we need another hotel establishment across from the Hotel Henry?
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Response: The Project as proposed in this DEIS does not incorporate a hotel into the plans of
redevelopment. The mitigation Design proposes a mixed-use building with up to 40 residential
units and three, 3,500-square foot commercial spaces.

Comment 13-17: Are Planning Board members qualified to make the decisions set forth?

Response: The Planning Board is is qualified to make decisions in accordance with SEQRA
and is the designated agency for site plan review and approvals, making it the appropriate
authority in the review of this project.

Commenter(s): W.55

Comment 13-18:

Commenter requests an economic impact study to project gentrification of this

project.
Response: Please see the Lead Agency’s responses to Comments 11-1, 11-3 and 13-7 above.

Commenter(s): W.64

Comment 13-19: The Project will destroy bird and animal habitat in the area as well as the plant
environment.

Response: The Lead Agency finds that the site does not currently serve as an important habitat
for bird, animal or wildlife.

2.14 Comment Category #14 – Summary of Supporting Comments

Copies of comments submitted in support of the original Project design are included in FEIS Appendix
C. The following is an overview of the key points raised in those supporting comments.
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As reflected in Appendix C, a number of commenters, including several adjoining landowners,
expressed their desire to have the Site cleaned up and replaced with a more appealing project more
suitable to this location, which is close proximity to the burgeoning university and museum district to
the north of the Site. For example, commenter #WS.7 stated, “I am very impressed with the design
and I think Chason has done a good job of listening to area residents’ input. The result is a very
attractive, well-planned and architecturally sensitive development that will certainly benefit the
neighborhood. The development will replace a number of dilapidated buildings, a real eyesore in that
part of Elmwood Village. The Chason project is exactly the kind of anchor development that we need
to build critical density and amenities in this area”. Likewise, as commenter #WS.3 observed, “..some
variety in height is appealing and also brings more tax dollars into the City”.

Other commenters opined that the design of the Project was tastefully done, architecturally pleasing
and would enhance the neighborhood character of the Elmwood Village. Commenter #WS.12 stated
that “[the Project] will bring new vitality to that end of the “Elmwood Strip”. Commenter #WS.19
stated, “the project offers an impressive and groundbreaking slate of sustainable design features; a
plan for a substantial green roof terrace, watershed containment, greywater recycling, below-surface
parking, and other LEED-compliant principles. In addition, the building addresses the street in an
appropriate manner without parking setback – in a way that will bring vitality, life and population
density to the neighborhood”. Commenter #WS.21 stated, “1111 Elmwood would revitalize a
declining area of the Elmwood Village, signaling an embrace of careful, well-planned development”.

A number of commenters also emphasized that the northern portion of the Elmwood Village has been
steadily declining for approximately 20 years. Multiple commenters stated, “there have been four
failed initiatives to revitalize this section of Elmwood over the past 15 years. Change is sorely needed
and this project can set an excellent example of how Buffalo is revitalizing its communities.” Other
commenters observed that the added density to be provided by the Project would provide much needed
support and foot traffic for the very local merchants which contribute to the popularity of the Elmwood
Village, but are struggling in an era of growing competition from online retailers.
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3. SUPPLEMENTAL ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS
Under the SEQRA regulations at 617.9(b)(5)(v), a project sponsor must describe and evaluate the
range of reasonable alternatives to the action that are feasible, considering the objectives and
capabilities of the project sponsor. The description and evaluation of each alternative should be at a
level of detail sufficient to permit a comparative assessment of the alternatives discussed. The goal
of the alternatives discussion in an EIS is to investigate means to avoid or reduce potentially significant
adverse environmental impacts to the fullest extent practicable. What constitutes a “reasonable”
alternative will depend on the nature of the proposed action, the nature and range of potential adverse
impacts, the sponsor of the action, and the general nature or class of the possible alternatives.

For most actions, it is sufficient to use existing information to create reasonably comparable
assessments of alternatives. This information may consist of references to existing documents or other
studies; projections based on explicitly stated, reasonable assumptions; or evidence that clearly
excludes an alternative from consideration.

For private applicants such as Affinity, alternatives may be limited to property owned by Affinity.
For projects such as Affinity’s proposed mixed-use building, it is not necessary for every possible
alternative density or size to be discussed. However, the “no action” alternative must be included in
the analysis.
3.1

No Action Alternative

DEIS Section 3 discusses the “no action” alternative, which concerns the adverse and beneficial site
changes that are likely to occur in the reasonably foreseeable future, in the absence of the proposed
action. Affinity’s stated goal and objective is to provide a high-quality, parking-neutral mixed-use
development that will revitalize the site location near the intersection of Elmwood and Forest Avenues
in a manner that is sensitive to adjoining properties. The “no action” alternative would fail to achieve
Affinity’s project goal and objective. Moreover, the existing structures in their current state would
not conform to the permissible buildings types for the N-2C District as stated in UDO Table 3A.
The Planning Board is aware that 11 of the 12 buildings at the site are listed as “contributing” to the
Elmwood Village Historic District (East). According to the Elmwood Historic District – East
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Nomination Document, the structures are listed as “contributing” to the district due to their
architectural properties, such as double frame hung windows, roof decks, and second story hexagonal
bays. Although the “no action” alternative would avoid the need for demolition of these buildings,
none of the buildings are reported to be associated with a significant historical or cultural event,
architect or person or possess unique or innovative architectural features or elements, and some have
been affected by building alterations that predate Affinity’s acquisition of the property. Further, such
structures and are not unique to the Elmwood Village, and are prevalent in many City of Buffalo
neighborhoods.
For the foregoing reasons, the “no action” alternative is not the preferred alternative.
3.2

Adaptive Reuse

Adaptive reuse, defined in this case as reusing a building for another purpose, is an alternative that
would not involve demolition of the existing structures at the site, but would involve some amount of
alteration to the structures. DEIS Section 3 addressed this approach in general terms, and concluded
that it would not appreciably enhance or enrich the Elmwood Village or surrounding region, or
conform to the building type or setback requirements of the then anticipated UDO. Based on public
comment evaluation a more specific adaptive reuse proposal is appropriate.

A specific adaptive reuse proposal for the site is a hypothetical concept which would be comprised of
a mix of new construction of small storefronts, new and renovated apartments, as well as space for a
gallery and a bed and breakfast.
This alternative contemplates an “as-of-right” project under the UDO involving the combination of
the twelve existing buildings into six buildings with five or six commercial storefronts, and the
addition of approximately one dozen additional apartments to the existing twenty-four apartments at
the site (hereinafter collectively referred to as the “Adaptive Reuse Concept”).

Shopfronts houses reflected in this Adaptive Reuse Concept are an allowable building type for the N2C District under UDO Table 3A. The proposed buildings would also comply with the UDO threestory limitation applicable to the N-2C District and would adhere to the 120 foot building width
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limitation applicable to the N-2C District. Conversely, Affinity’s proposed development would
require area variances for building height and building width, among others. However, the Planning
Board notes that the larger scale of the Affinity design is largely attributable to Affinity’s project goal
and objective to provide greater residential density in the form of owner-occupied condominiums in
a parking-neutral development. The Planning Board also notes that Affinity’s property is located in
a unique area of transition between the Elmwood Avenue business district and a larger scale museum
and university district to the north, and that there is an eight-story building on the Buffalo Psychiatric
Campus located diagonally across the street from Affinity’s property.

As noted above, the Adaptive Reuse Concept would add approximately one dozen apartments to the
site. The existing structures contain apartments that are rented on a month-to-month basis, mostly to
college students. The Lead Agency is aware that there is a growing abundance of student housing in
close proximity to the site and the nearby SUNY Buffalo State campus. At the same time, the
availability of the existing owner-occupied housing stock in the Elmwood Village is experiencing
record lows. Since the Adaptive Reuse Concept would add less density than the Affinity proposal and
no owner-occupied space, implementation of the Adaptive Reuse Concept would not be expected to
mitigate the existing housing shortage or have an impact on housing costs. In addition, the addition
of condominium owners to a portion of Elmwood that has been relatively unchanged for decades is
expected to provide greater support to local merchants and service providers during an era when ecommerce is stripping market share from brick-and-mortar retail establishments.
Again, the comparatively larger scale of the Affinity project is also largely attributable to Affinity’s
objective to provide ample off-street hidden parking. The Adaptive Reuse Concept would not add
any additional on-site parking and would likely only allow a total of approximately 12 parking spaces
for the approximately 36 apartments and no parking spaces would be provided for the five to six
expanded retail storefronts. Although the UDO currently sets no minimum parking standards for this
type of project at this location, this block of Elmwood historically has experienced a shortage of offstreet parking which likely would be exacerbated by the Adaptive Reuse Concept.

The Adaptive Reuse Concept would also contemplate covering up the front facades of the existing
buildings with shopfronts. This approach is consistent with modifications to residential structures that
have historically occurred in the Elmwood Village for decades and is allowable under the UDO.
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However, the added storefronts would obscure, if not destroy, the very building features on which the
buildings’ designation as “contributing” to the Elmwood Historic District – East are based.

It is expected that the proposed storefront modifications in the Adaptive Reuse Concept would
eliminate potential eligibility for historic preservation tax credits, which is an indication of the impact
on historic resources. Such tax credits are also generally required to partly off-set the significant costs
of reusing aging structures to modern standards.

However, in order to obtain either Federal or State historic tax credits, the project must be determined
to be eligible for the Federal credit by meeting Federal preservation standards as established by the
Secretary of the Interior Standards for Rehabilitation and be approved by the National Park Service.
Pursuant to Federal regulation, "[a]ll elements" of a rehabilitation project "must meet the Secretary's
ten Standards for Rehabilitation" (36 C.F.R. § 67.6(b)(1)). However, for the reasons discussed below,
it seems unlikely that the Adaptive Reuse Concept would satisfy these standards.

The stated intent of the Standards for Rehabilitation (set forth in 36 C.F.R. § 67.7) is to "assist the
long-term preservation of a property's significance through the preservation of historic materials and
features," and the Standards pertain to "all materials, construction types, sizes and occupancy and
encompass the exterior and the interior of historic buildings," as well as "attached, adjacent, or related
new construction." In order to qualify for tax credits, all work "must be determined by the Secretary
to be consistent with the historic character of the structure(s) and, where applicable, the district in
which it is located." 36 C.F.R. § 67.6(a).

The specific Standards (set forth in 36 C.F.R. § 67.6(b)) include the following:


A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that requires minimal
change to the defining characteristics of the building and its site and environment.



The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of historic
materials or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be avoided.
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Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes
that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or
architectural elements from other buildings, shall not be undertaken.



New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic
materials that characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and
shall be compatible with the massing, size, scale and architectural features to protect the
historic integrity of the property and its environment.



New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a manner
that if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its
environment would be unimpaired.



Similarly, exterior additions that duplicate the form, material, and detailing of the structure to
the extent that they compromise the historic character of the structure will result in denial of
certification.

The Adaptive Reuse Concept would involve converting the existing residential-style structures into
the type of "shopfront house" structures seen elsewhere within the Elmwood Village by adding
commercial block-type additions onto the front of the existing structures. As such, it runs counter to
all of the above-quoted criteria for tax credit-eligible historic rehabilitations. While the style of the
Adaptive Reuse Concept seeks to mimic what exists elsewhere in the Elmwood Village, the structures
at issue are not, and have never been, such buildings, and the proposed additions would create a "false
sense of historical development.” The Adaptive Reuse Concept would also completely obscure the
original structures and thus would fail to "recognize [the property] as a physical record of its place,
time and use." Moreover, by mimicking the "shopfront house" style, the proposed additions would
not be differentiated from the original structure in a manner that would preserve the original building
type, and would not be easily removable.

Other adaptive reuse concepts would face similar constraints related to parking and impacts to historic
resources. One specific additional proposal that was put forth during the public comment period was
The Porches Inn, this proposal includes attaching all properties with a common porch. This type of
proposal would likely have the same concerns as the Adaptive Reuse Concept and additionally require
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variances for exceeding the maximum building width and potentially for not adhering to the required
0’ front yard setback.

For the foregoing reasons, the Adaptive Reuse is not a feasible or preferred alternative.

3.3

UDO Multiple Building / “As-of-Right” Alternative

Affinity has also considered an alternative involving the construction of four separate buildings; three
buildings along Elmwood Avenue placed shoulder-to-shoulder along the 321.5’ length of Affinity's
Elmwood Avenue property and one, 60’ building along Forest Avenue. (See Figure 1 in FEIS
Appendix G for conceptual building layout). However, Affinity’s project goal and objective of
providing a high-quality, parking-neutral mixed-use building with increased density would not be
feasible or practicable utilizing this approach. Significantly, the architectural features of Affinity's
single building design are intended to give the appearance of multiple buildings without adversely
affecting local parking conditions. For instance, segmentation of the project into four separate, threestory buildings -- three buildings of approximately 107’ each in length along Elmwood Avenue, and
one, 60’ building along Forest Avenue – would be comprised of three separate lots with fire separation
walls, and an additional lot along Forest Avenue with fire separation. The underground parking
concept would not be feasible with this design. For this reason, the desing would not permit the ample,
below-grade structured parking that is highly valued for a section of Elmwood Avenue that has long
been plagued with parking deficiencies. Conversely, utilization of Affinity's proposed singlebuilding design not only provides 97 hidden off-street parking spaces, but will also result in a net
increase of on-street parking. In addition, a four building approach would entail the inefficiencies of
requiring multiple and separate building foundations, utility services, mechanical systems and
elevators, and an increase in common area space, among other things. In this regard, the Lead Agency
notes that a factor to be considered in reviewing a site plan application under UDO § 11.3.7(G)(11)
is whether the project makes for "the most efficient use of land and municipal services, utilities and
infrastructure,” which the four building alternative would not.

Perhaps more importantly, segmentation of the Project into four separate, three-story, higher density
buildings; three buildings of approximately 107’ each in length along Elmwood Avenue and one, 60’
building along Forest Avenue, would not permit a design of comparable sensitivity to adjoining land
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uses on Granger Place. For instance, although the UDO allows a building in the N-2C District to be
built to within 15' from the rear property line, the above-grade portion of Affinity's single building,
four-story alternative is set back from the rear property line by approximately 52’. This will provide
a generous buffer from adjoining residential properties on Granger Place well in excess of what the
UDO requires. Likewise, the Forest Avenue side of Affinity's preferred alternative will feature an
ample 18 foot buffer in lieu of the allowable 3’ setback and will have a stepped brownstone-style
building whose height is actually lower than the adjacent house on Forest Avenue. The third floor
and the fourth floor closer to Elmwood are also stepped back, with the fourth floor being nearly 60
feet away from the adjacent house on Forest. Similarly, a four building option of comparable density
would encompass a total of approximately 129,480 SF of space, whereas Affinity's single-building
design would contain approximately 102,510 SF of space, representing a 21 percent reduction in the
building mass that would be permissible at the site under the UDO. Affinity has advised that these
and other context-sensitive architectural features will not be feasible in a four building, three-story
development of comparable density.

Moreover, value-engineering considerations associated with a four building, three-story development
with the aforementioned design efficiencies would not yield a superior design or more attractive
development for the neighborhood. Rather, the four building approach would severely hamper
Affinity's ability to incorporate very high-quality exterior building materials and other architectural
features such as the landscaped pocket park that would otherwise be feasible in Affinity's single
building, four story alternative. As reflected in the attached conceptual graphic provided as Figure 2
in FEIS Appendix G, Affinity has advised that the four building, three story alterative would have
much less buffer space from adjoining properties and would need to incorporate significantly more
hardy panel in lieu of brick and stone masonry, and that street parking in adjacent neighborhoods such
as Granger Place and other nearby streets would be relied upon for residence parking.

3.4

Smaller Scale Alternative

A project sponsor’s range of alternatives may also include, as appropriate, alternative designs with a
different scale of magnitude.

Only reasonable alternatives must be addressed and that such
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alternatives must be viable as well as technologically and economically feasible. Mitigation may
include measures offered voluntarily by the project sponsor.

In the SEQRA context, a consideration of alternative scales or magnitudes is reasonable under the
following circumstances:


Some or all potential impacts of the action can be avoided or reduced by a change in project
size;



The change in project size does not reduce the project to the point where it will no longer serve
its intended function; or



The reduction in project size does not make the project infeasible.

From Affinity’s project initiation to the current Mitigation Design, Affinity has remained sensitive to,
and respectful of local resident concerns, and has significantly scaled down its proposals and
incorporated project components that not only complement historic architecture, but shift the building
footprint and massing away from adjoining land uses. As discussed in the DEIS, proposals for larger
proposed structures at the Site dating back until at least 2011 have been presented to the City of
Buffalo Planning Board. For example, in 2011, Affinity proposed an eight story hotel, restaurant and
commercial space, as shown in DEIS Figures 1-4 and 1-4A. This proposal evoked criticism from
certain members of the public due to its massing and use of outdoor surface parking adjacent to the
residences east of the Site, and was later abandoned. Since that time, Affinity has conducted numerous
public outreach events to gain community input on various design iterations, which formed the basis
for the 50 condominium unit, 5-story project design addressed in the DEIS. See DEIS Appendix B.

Affinity has carefully considered all public input received during the DEIS review process, and has
continued to examine ways in which the Project may further accommodate the concerns of certain
residents in a manner that is economically feasible and meets Affinity’s ultimate goals and objectives
– to provide a high-quality, parking-neutral mixed-use development that will revitalize this long
stagnant portion of Elmwood Avenue. As reflected in FEIS § 2 above, the comments considered by
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the Lead Agency regarding the DEIS were submitted both in opposition to, as well as in support of,
the Project as originally designed. The vast majority of all comments received focused on the potential
effects of the proposed 5-story proposal, both adverse and beneficial, on the local neighborhood
character. Most commenters expressing opposition to the project essentially opined that it would be
incompatible in scale and character to the surrounding neighborhood and that the project should be
governed by the yet-to-be (at the time) enacted UDO. On the other hand, most commenters expressing
support for the project essentially opined that it is an architecturally pleasing building that is sensitive
to adjoining properties, and includes a comparatively stable population of owner-occupied
condominiums that would help support local merchants and the surrounding neighborhood.

As noted above, Affinity submitted complete applications to the Lead Agency for site plan approval
of its five-story building on September 7, 2016 and to the Zoning Board of Appeals on November 4,
2016 for the area variances required under the previous zoning code. However, the UDO as adopted
in January 2017 eliminated the “grandfather provision” in prior UDO §1.3.4 drafts.

Although the public record on the DEIS reveals that the Project as originally designed enjoys
significant support from residents and merchants, particularly those in close proximity to the site,
Affinity has endeavored to further revise its project design in a manner that harmonizes Affinity’s
project goals and objectives with the interests of the neighborhood and larger community as well as
the purpose and intent of the newly-enacted UDO. To that end, Affinity has submitted for Planning
Board approval an application for a 40 unit, four (4) -story version of the original project design, as
explained more fully below in FEIS § 4.3 and detailed in FEIS Appendix D.

For the reasons set forth in FEIS § 4.3 and Appendix D, this down-sized project proposal is considered
to be the preferred alternative.
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4. MITIGATION DESIGN
4.1

Purpose and Need

After decades of disinvestment and population decline in the City of Buffalo, the City has seen
increasing investment over the last decade. This coincides with a nationwide trend toward urban
living and appreciation for walkable, urban communities. The recent revitalization of the City has
spurred development intended to serve the interest of millennials, empty-nesters, retirees and others
wishing to live and remain within the City.
The Elmwood Village neighborhood, in which the Project lies, has significantly benefited from this
“back to the city” trend. This area is increasingly desirable due to its intact urban fabric, recognizable
vibrant commercial district and proximity to high-quality public space. Additionally, the Elmwood
Village is a thriving neighborhood due to its eclectic and evolving mix of architectural styles and
building scales, dense urban fabric and highly walkable streets. The diversity and distinctiveness seen
within the Elmwood Village neighborhood is a defining trait of the neighborhood that is continually
celebrated and encouraged.
Buffalo building stock is generally older, and while this is part of the character, this has limited the
supply of new construction which does not serve all potential purchasers. Redevelopment of derelict
properties and/or underutilized lots into new living spaces in a manner that is context-sensitive will
contribute toward meeting this demand. The redesigned project as shown in FEIS Appendix D aims
to transform the Site into one more consistent with prevailing UDO standards and smart growth
initiatives, and is intended to present a high-quality model for such development. The project is
expected not only to meet the demand for additional housing choices in the Elmwood Village, but to
enhance the neighborhood vibrancy to support restaurant owners and local merchants who are
increasingly dependent on robust foot traffic to combat internet competition. The project will also
play an important role in revitalizing an area of transition between the Elmwood Business District and
the college and world-class cultural corridor extending to the north.
4.2

Description of Mitigation Design

Although the Project as originally designed enjoys significant support from residents and merchants,
particularly those in close proximity to the site (see FEIS Section 2 and Appendices B and C ), Affinity
has proposed a mitigation design that is intended to harmonize Affinity’s goals and objectives with
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community feedback and the requirements of the UDO. The project as redesigned will encompass a
four-story building containing no more than 40 condominium units, plus three (3) retail spaces of up
to 3,500-square feet each on the first floor (the amount of commercial space now allowable under the
UDO), as well as parking located on a single below grade level (the “Mitigation Design”). A
comparison of the key features of the Mitigation Design as compared to Affinity’s original five story
Project proposal is set forth below:
Project Feature
Condo Units
Retail Spaces
Off-Street Parking
On-Street Parking
Building Height
Building Width

Ingress / Egress
Building Materials

Original Project Design
57 max. (reduced to 50 max.
post Traffic Impact Study)
3 x 2,500 SF max. each
- Two parking levels
- 140 spaces min
13 spaces
- 5 stories, with step backs
- approx. 62 ft
Parking Facility Exit 30 ft
Condo Portion
120 ft
Atrium / Forecourt 20 ft
Commercial Portion 150 ft
Total
320 ft
Two-way driveways on both
Forest & Elmwood
- Brick and pre-cast
concrete coping and trim
- Hardie plank siding on 4th
Floor

Rear Elevations

Uncovered rooftop
balconies and green roofs

Roof Line

Recycled slate mansard
throughout
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Mitigation Design
40 max
3 x 3,500 SF max. each
- One parking level
- 97 spaces min.
14 spaces
- 4 stories, step backs
- approx. 54 feet
Condo Portion
153 ft
Atrium / Forecourt
22 ft
Commercial Portion 140 ft
Total
315 ft
Two-way driveway on Forest only
Materials will vary in type and finish at
different elevations including: brick field
and accent colors, hardie plank siding,
wood and metal trim, composite panels,
pre-cast concrete coping and trim, wood
ceilings under archways, metal railings,
and Insulated clear and spandrel glazing
in both clad wood windows and
aluminum framed curtain wall systems.
- Smaller stacked balconies with low
slope roof and gutters at top.
- improved fenestration
- Green roof areas at select locations.
Roofline differentiated between southern
condo portion (Recycled slate mansard)
and northern commercial portion (more
contemporary)

Similar to Affinity’s original proposal, the Mitigation Design will include architectural elements
inspired by local iconic structures that are intended to respect and, in fact improve, the architectural
fabric of the neighborhood. The design and materials to be used in the Mitigation Design will compare
very favorably to other new construction in the area, and will be constructed of brick, precast concrete
and other high quality materials.
Like the original design, the Mitigation Design respects the historic fabric of the neighborhood and
adjoining commercial and residential land uses. The height of Affinity’s original design, five stories,
was of a predominant concern to some commenters, despite the step-backs incorporated into the
original design. The Mitigation Design therefore eliminates an entire story of the proposal. The fourth
(uppermost) story will again be stepped back, as will the third story at certain portions of the building.
These design elements are intended to create the impression from a street level perspective that the
building is three-stories in height. The highly tiered nature of the design will also maximize sunlight
to the street, accommodate the building scale of the surrounding area and add to the visual appeal and
architecture of the neighborhood. Likewise, the Mitigation Design will also be tiered down to below
the height of the adjoining residential property on Forest Avenue. Further, the side of the building
facing Panos Restaurant on Elmwood Avenue will feature enhanced fenestration and architectural
details.
The width of Affinity’s project is also of concern to a number of DEIS commenters. Affinity has
advised that its goal of providing a high-quality, parking-neutral mixed-use building with increased
density would be severely hampered, if not defeated, by a requirement to construct three separate,
three-story, building of approximately 107’ in length on Elmwood Avenue. Affinity has further
advised that rigid adherence to the newly enacted UDO building width requirement tied to a N-2C
District 120’ maximum lot width not only conflicts with Affinity’s current Elmwood Avenue Parcel
width of 321.5’ as previously combined in 2016, but would also entail the associated inefficiencies of
installing multiple foundations, mechanical systems, elevators and vehicular access and parking
facilities, among other things. In this regard, Affinity observes that the Mitigation Design is consistent
with the Major Site Plan approval UDO § 11.3.7(G)(11) standard that project designs “make for the
most efficient use of land and municipal services, utilities and infrastructure.” Affinity believes that
segmentation of the Mitigation building into separate 120’ sections would severely frustrate Affinity’s
goal for a parking-neutral, well designed structure and would be a highly inefficient use of the site.
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In order to mitigate concerns about building width and meet the purpose and intent of the new UDO
to the extent practicable, Affinity’s Mitigation Design includes building portions that are different in
appearance, design and function. For example, the Mitigation Design includes a large, fullytransparent glass atrium and landscaped forecourt facing Elmwood Avenue that will visually separate
the northern from the southern portions of the Elmwood Avenue frontage. In addition, the roofline
features a recycled slate mansard design on the southern portion of the building, which echoes other
buildings in the area, and the roofline of the northern portion will be more contemporary, to further
differentiate the southern and northern portions of the development. The facades of each portion of
the building in turn will be highly articulated and feature colonnades, arches, bays, balconies, cornices,
brackets, diverse window patterns and other architectural details. Utilization of the single-building
Mitigation Design will also result in a net increase in on-street parking, as discussed below. All of
these carefully designed features are intended to give the Mitigation Design the appearance of multiple
buildings without adversely affecting local parking conditions.
4.3

Summary of Adverse Impacts and Mitigation

Land Use and Zoning
Impacts
As detailed in FEIS Appendix D, the Mitigation Design is consistent with the purposes and design
and dimensional standards of the UDO in most respects, with the exception of the following area
variances that will be required from the City of Buffalo Zoning Board of Appeals under UDO §
11.3.5(A)(2) & (E)(2):
a. Building height maximum of 3 stories / 44’ under § 3.2.5.E(A) for the 4th floor of the
building on Elmwood Avenue (1 story / 10 foot variance)
b. Building width maximum of 120’ under § 3.2.1.C (5) and § 3.2.5.C (B) for the Elmwood
Avenue frontage (Mitigation Design width is 315’; Note, however, that Affinity’s N-2C lot
width is 321.5’ following parcel combination in 2016)
c. Story height / finished ground floor level (min/max) - 0’/2’ under § 3.2.5.E (C) for the
condominium portions of the building on Elmwood Avenue (a variance of up to 24” above the
2’ maximum is required)
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d. Ground story height minimum of 15’ under § 3.2.5.E Z (D) (a variance of 18” below the
15’ minimum for the condominium portion of the building)
e. Stoops are not allowable frontage elements under § 3.2.5 (B) in the N-2C District (a variance
to allow the stoops on the condominium portion of the building on Elwmood Avenue)
f. Ground floor window sill height, front and corner facades (min/max) 0.5’/2.5’ under §
3.2.5.F (F) (a variance of up to 3.5’ above the 2.5’ maximum height for the window sills on
Elmwood Avenue)
Likewise, the Project is designed to further the goals of sustainability and smart growth as stated in
Queen City in the 21st Century, Buffalo’s Comprehensive Plan, as adopted by the City of Buffalo
Common Council on February 7, 2006 (the “City Comp Plan”), and is comparable in design, scale
and density with numerous mixed use developments throughout the Elmwood Village.
Mitigation
As noted above, Affinity’s Mitigation Design is intended to be consistent with newly-enacted UDO
to the extent practicable and will be subject to the applicable review criteria under UDO § 11.3.5(A)(2)
& (E)(2) for certain area variances. In addition, the Mitigation Design will require the following
approvals:
City of Buffalo Planning Board:


Major Site Plan review under UDO § 11.3.7 (See FEIS Appendix D)



Minor Subdivision Approval under UDO § 11.5.4(B)



Negate Demolition Prohibition under UDO § 3.2 (K)(1)(b) & 3.2(K)(2)

Common Council:


Approval for the encroachment of the residential stoops onto the Elmwood Avenue right
of way under UDO § 11.4.1 (D)(2)

Affinity will also follow normally applicable City of Buffalo Department of Permit & Inspection
Services and Department of Public Works, Parks, and Streets requirements for building demolition,
curb-cuts and designation of on-street loading zones.
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Utilities and Energy Use
Impacts
The Mitigation Design will be sufficiently served by or provides services, utilities, and infrastructure
as required by the Buffalo Sewer Authority, Buffalo Water Board, Commissioner of Public Works,
Parks, and Streets, and Fire Department. The city’s public sewage collection and waste water
treatment is more than adequate to meet the anticipated sewage disposal needs of the Mitigation
Design. Nonetheless, the Mitigation Design will contain ample greenspace and storm water retention
elements including, among other things, an in-ground stormwater system along the eastern portion of
the Site. Rainwater from the site will be diverted to an onsite underground cistern, which will retain
building runoff, for the purpose of onsite irrigation, with mitigated discharge into the street storm
system. The Mitigation Design will also have considerably less impervious area directly draining into
the storm system than current conditions at the Site.
Mitigation
The Project Sponsor is addressing any required mitigation with appropriate utilities and City of
Buffalo Public Works officials to ensure sufficient capacity to serve the Project. In addition, Affinity
will comply will all applicable requirements under the State Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(SPDES) General Permit for Stormwater Discharges from Construction Activity (GP-0-15-002) and
the Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) included in FEIS Appendix D - Exhibit F.

Historic, Archaeological and Cultural Resources
Impacts
The Mitigation Design will require the demolition of the 14 existing structures at the Site, consisting
of eight residential properties, two accessory structures, and four mixed-use structures with first floor
retail. The Project lies within a district recently listed on the National Register of Historic Places as
the “Elmwood Village Historic District (East).” Although 11 buildings on the Site are listed as
“contributing” to the historic district, none are reported to be associated with a significant historical
or cultural event, architect or person, or possess unique or innovative architectural features or
elements. Some of the existing structures have also been affected by the removal of porches and other
building alterations. Likewise, as explained more fully in the Lead Agency’s responses in FEIS § 2
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to Comment Category 12 (Historic Resources), the Project is not expected to have an adverse impact
on the adjacent Elmwood Village Historic District (West) across the street on Elmwood Avenue, nor
on the state and federal-listed H.H. Richardson Complex to the northwest of the Site, and the Project
is expected to enhance the appearance of the corner of Elmwood and Forest Avenues.

Although a portion of the Project Site is located within an area designated as sensitive for
archaeological sites on the NYSHPO archaeological site inventory, the Project will occur on
previously developed land in an area that has been historically developed and redeveloped for an
extensive period of time.
Mitigation
If any unanticipated archeological resources are identified during the demolition or construction on
the Site, work in that area will be suspended until a qualified professional can assess the discovery
and steps to protect resources prior to construction continuing at that location.
Visual and Aesthetic Resources
Impacts
The Mitigation Design is expected to improve the visual environment along Elmwood and Forest
Avenue when compared to the existing structures at and near the corner of those streets. The tiered
and articulated building design respects and is sensitive to the predominant scale of the buildings. See
FEIS Appendix D, Exhibit C (Elevations and Color Renderings). As previously discussed, there are
several locations within the Elmwood Village and City of Buffalo that showcase the harmonious mix
of building masses and architectural styles.
Mitigation
No mitigation is required.
Topography, Geology and Soil Impacts
Impacts
The construction and buildout of the Site is consistent with the pre-existing urban setting, therefore,
no significant adverse environmental impacts to the topography or geology are expected. The Phase
II Environmental Investigation Report indicates that semi-volatile organic compounds, arsenic and
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lead were detected at the site in certain locations in excess of New York State Restricted-Residential
Use Soil Cleanup Objectives (See DEIS Appendix I, Table 1).
Mitigation
Contaminated soil will be removed and disposed of at an approved off-site facility, likely pursuant to
the New York State Brownfield Cleanup Program (BCP) and in accordance with applicable local,
state and federal regulations.
Noise
Impacts
Temporary noise increases are expected to result from construction operations. This noise increase
will occur during regular daytime working hours on Monday through Friday, from 7:00 AM to 7:00
PM. Construction activity noises are expected to result from delivery of materials, installation of
materials, and operation of heavy machinery and equipment. Construction will not have a significant
long-term noise impact.Mitigation
Exterior construction will occur only between 7:00 AM and 7:00 PM, and any deviations will be
communicated to neighborhood residents in advance. No significant adverse environmental impacts
from operation of the project were identified therefore, no mitigations or thresholds were identified.
Socioeconomic (Including Environmental Justice)
Impacts
The Site is not located in an Environmental Justice Area. The Mitigation Design is geared toward
residents of all ages and it is not anticipated to have any impact on the socioeconomic status of the
project area. The Project will not significantly alter racial characteristics. The existing structures at
the site contain apartments that are rented on a month-to-month basis, mostly to college students.
There is a growing abundance of student housing in close proximity to the site and the nearby Buffalo
State College campus.
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Mitigation
No adverse impacts were identified and therefore, no mitigations or thresholds were identified.

In

addition, the Mitigation Design will greatly improve site accessibility for mobility impaired
individuals.
Parking and Transportation
Impacts
As detailed in the Traffic Impact Study (TIS) included as DEIS Appendix J, Affinity’s consultant
conservatively projected that a proposed 57 unit mixed-use (7,500 square feet of retail space) project
(the Mitigation Design described herein has since been reduced to a proposed maximum of 40 units,
with 10,500 square feet of retail space) will generate approximately 30 AM peak hour trips with no
increases in delay, and approximately 115 PM peak hour trips with minimal increase in delay (i.e. <
16 seconds per vehicle). The Mitigation Design reflects a substantial reduction in the project density
evaluated in the TIS, and is not expected to result in traffic impacts beyond those identified in the
DEIS and therefore, no additional traffic studies or mitigations measures are warranted.
In addition, unlike the original Project design, which had two (2) vehicular ingress and egress points
(one located on Forest Avenue and one on Elmwood Avenue), the Mitigation Design will include only
one (1) ingress/egress point located on Forest Avenue, in the same location as in the original site plan.
Further, the Forest Avenue access point in Affinity’s original design provided more than half the
parking spaces available on-site (90 spaces) and would be utilized by both residents and retail uses,
whereas the Elmwood Avenue access point in the original design would have served residents only
(50 spaces). Therefore under the Mitigation Design there will be no significant change in trip
distribution for the Forest Avenue access based on the elimination of the Elmwood Avenue access
point. As a result of the reduction of trips generated by the Project and the minimal changes to trip
distribution, the Mitigation Design will not result in additional impacts to the adjacent roadway
network compared to what was noted in the DEIS. Therefore, no additional traffic studies or
mitigation are warranted.
The Mitigation Design will include no fewer than 97 below grade, off-street vehicular parking spaces
and bicycle storage areas, which will be more than sufficient to meet project parking requirements
and the needs of residential and commercial users. The UDO no longer prescribes minimum parking
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requirements for the project. Nonetheless, the proposed 97 off-street parking would continue to
exceed the residential parking requirement under the previous Code § 511-96(A) of 1 per dwelling
and Code § 511-96(B) ("buildings other than dwellings") since the latter set no minimum off-street
parking requirements for retail in the Elmwood Business district.
Current on-street parking adjacent to the Project site consists of 13 existing spaces (5 on Forest Avenue
and 8 on Elmwood Avenue). The Mitigation Design will result in the addition of 1 new on-street
parking space on Elmwood Avenue and no change on Forest Avenue. Due to the addition of new
loading zones, the elimination of driveways maintains similar on-street parking (the proposed Forest
Avenue entrance to the below-grade parking area closely coincides with the location of the existing
Granger alley entry). Accordingly, the Project is expected to result in a net gain of 1 on-street parking
space, and a resulting total of 14 on-street parking spaces immediately adjacent to the Project.
Mitigation
The Mitigation Design reflects a substantial reduction in the project density evaluated in the TIS and
is expected to reduce the projected vehicular trips in the project area. As a result, the Project is not
expected to result in traffic impacts beyond those identified in the DEIS, therefore, no additional traffic
studies or mitigations measures are warranted. Based on mitigation analyses in the TIS, signal
operations at the intersection of Elmwood and Forest Avenues should be optimized with 100 second
cycle lengths versus the current 80 second cycle lengths. In addition, the elimination of the access on
Elmwood Avenue not only supports the UDO § 8.3.1(C) requirement that entries for parking be placed
along secondary thoroughfares or alleys, but also reduces traffic on Elmwood Avenue and eliminates
potential vehicular conflicts with the existing Panos Restaurant exit.
Air Quality
Impacts
Since construction of the Project will generate a minimal increase in generated trips during the peak
AM and PM hours in a highly developed urban environment, the Project will not create a substantial
impact on air quality. Parking areas at the Site will be subsurface and/or enclosed and include
ventilation systems that will intake ambient air through louvers and direct emissions away from nearby
structures and residences at Project roof level. The Project will substantially increase the amount of
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greenspace and vegetation on Site, which will play a positive role in atmospheric purification and
reduction in air pollutants in an urban environment.
Mitigation
It is not anticipated that an air permit would be required for heating and cooling units. If air permitting
is required, it will be obtained from the NYSDEC.No other impacts were identified, therefore, no
additional mitigations or thresholds are required.
Shadow Study
Impacts
As detailed in Appendix K of the DEIS, worst-case shadow impact simulations do not reveal any
significant adverse shadow impacts to surrounding properties. With the Mitigation Design, shadow
impacts will be further reduced through the removal of one floor.
Mitigation
No adverse impacts were identified, therefore, no mitigations or thresholds are required.
Public Services
Impacts
The Site is within the Buffalo Public School District and service districts of the City of Buffalo Fire
and Police Departments. The Project is not expected to increase demand for these services, therefore,
no significant adverse environmental impacts are anticipated. Based on the projected residential
density the Project will not have a significant increase in the demand in use of local parks.
Mitigation
No adverse impacts were identified; therefore, no mitigations or thresholds are required.
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Construction
Impacts
Project construction is estimated to last approximately 14-16 months following demolition. Large
volumes of construction related vehicles are expected Monday through Friday during this time period.
This traffic will include construction workers to and from the Site for labor and delivery of materials.
Mitigation
To minimize adverse impacts from Site clearance and construction to the extent practicable, the
following mitigation measures will be implemented during demolition and construction.
Demolition (approximately 2 months)


Asbestos Surveys have been completed and abatement will occur in accordance with
NYSDOL requirements as applicable



Appropriate demolition permits will be obtained from the City of Buffalo



SWPPP during demolition in accordance with BSA regulations



Dust control measures will be implemented during construction



Demolition will occur only during daytime hours



The Project Sponsor will keep in contact with local community groups to provide them with
demolition and construction updates

Construction (approximately 14-16 months)


A traffic and vehicle access plan will be prepared and used for worker and delivery access to
the Site



Exterior construction will occur only between 7:00 AM and 7:00 PM, and any deviations will
be communicated to neighborhood residents in advance



Erosion and sedimentation control methods will be employed to ensure that sediment does not
leave the Site in accordance with local and state regulations



The Project Sponsor will continue contact with local groups throughout the construction
process
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Construction-related impacts will also be mitigated in accordance with Stormwater Pollution
Prevention Plan included in FEIS Appendix D, Exhibit F (See in particular Section 113).
Solid Waste
Impacts
The Project construction process is expected to generate approximately 72 tons of solid waste, which
will be recycled or disposed of at licensed landfills as appropriate. With respect to the soil to be
excavated from the site, the Phase II Environmental Investigation Report prepared by Turnkey
Environmental, LLC included in Appendix I indicates that semi-volatile organic compounds, arsenic
and lead were detected at the site in certain locations in excess of New York State RestrictedResidential Use Soil Cleanup Objectives, See Phase II Appendix I, Table 1. This contaminated soil
will be removed and disposed of at an approved off-site facility in accordance with local and state
regulations.
Following construction, the Site will generate about 4 tons of waste per month. The Project will
provide for appropriate recycling and waste disposal locations concealed inside in the building.
Mitigation
To mitigate potential impacts from the disposal of nearly 72 tons of debris during construction and
approximately 4 tons of waste per month during operation, recycling will be used to the extent
practicable to minimize the amount of debris and waste going to licensed landfills. The Project
construction process is expected to generate approximately 72 tons of solid waste, which will be
recycled or disposed of at licensed landfills as appropriate. In addition, soil containing semi-volatile
organic compounds, arsenic and lead detected at the site in certain locations in excess of New York
State Restricted-Residential Use Soil Cleanup Objectives will be removed from the Site and disposed
of at an approved off-site facility, possibly pursuant to the New York State Brownfield Cleanup
Program.
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